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SI]MÌ"ÍARY

Variable temperaÈure n.m.r. spectroscopy has been used to dírectly

investigate unidentate llgand exchange Processes on magnesium(II) '

scandÍurn(III) and ytEríurn(fff) ions ín non-aqueous media. Sample

solutíons for the kinetic studies \dere usually composed of Ehe ligand

(e.g. dmf) and the corresponding metal complex (as the perchlorate salt,

e.g. [t"tg(¿nf)6](C104)2) dissolved together ín a non-coordinaÈing diluent.

For many such samples Ëhe exchange of ligand beÈween free and coordínated

envj-ronments hras conveníently monitored by Ëhe n.m.r. líneshape analysis

technique. Assignments of the lígand exchange mechanisms \^/ere generally

fognded on the observecl rate laws (reported for the fírst tíme) with

respecÈ to free lígand concentraËion.

In Ëhe case of those magnesíum(Il) lígand exchange sysËems

studied ín detaíl, reactions proceeded via dissociative-type paÈhways.

The cleríved kinetic parameters are símilar to those for other

magnesium(Il) systems in the líterature. SubstíËution reactions aE Ëhe

scandium(III) centre were found to be extraordínarily sensitive to

ligand and díluent properl-ies and a variety of rates and mechanisms

were observed. For examplc, formamide-type lígands exchanged at rates

outsíde the lH tt.*.t. tíme scale whereas the exchange rates of

acetamicle analogues (¡shich characterízed two Ëerm rate laws) fell

conveniently r"'ithin Èhat scale. Furthermore, the lability of síx-

coordinat.e aceLamide complexes of scandium(Ill) decreased as Ëhe sizes

of the nítrogen substítuents íncreased in the series N-meËhylacetamide,

NrN-dímethylacetamide and N,N-diethylacetamíde. Yttriur(III) complex

species vrere generally more labíle than their scandíurn(Ill) counterpârts.

An expected greater tendency for yttríum(fff) Ëo achíeve a ground or

transi¡ion state coordination number larger than six ís thought to be
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partly responsible for the behaviour. Nevertheless, lineshape

analysis was readíly applicable to the 1,1,3,3-tetramethylurea and

methylmethylphenylphosphinate systems. An ímproved meËhod of

analysing kínetic data for a two term rate l-aw has been developed

from these investigatíons.

For the three metal ions examlned, sËeríc effects and ínteractions

outsíde the first coordinatíon sphere appear to sígnificantly ínfluence

kínetic parameters Ín a complex manner. An extrathermodynamíc línear

relationship between AHt and ASt (which seems to arise from intimate

characterístícs of the ligand and díluent) was statistícally confirmed

for the scandiuur(Ill) data and probably also exists for other metal

ions. Comparisons of metal ion labÍlíty nay thus be meaníngfully uade

on an empirical basis from plots of AHt against AS+. Finally, simple

el-ectrostaÈíc models of metal-lígand inÈeractíon are found to be

surprisíngly useful in descríbing ligand exchange phenomena on Èhese

hard metal ions.
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LIGAND TERMINOLOGY

ix

Systematic or Tz'iuial Name

N-methylformamide

N-methylacetamide

N, N-dimethylf ormamid e

N, N-d Ínethylace tarnide

N,N-diethylformamide

N rN-diethylacetamide

N, N-di-n-butylf ormamíde

N-phenylacetamide (acetanílide)

dímethylsulphoxide

4,4' -ditolylsulphoxíde

d ime thy lme thylpho s phona t e

trimethylphosphate

methylmethylphenylPho s Phína t e

tr iphenylpho s ph ineoxid e

hexamethylpho sphoramide

N, N-d ímethylamido-O, 0' -dimethylpho sphate

b is (N, N-dimethylamido ) -O-methylpho sphate

1 ,3-dímethylurea

1, 1, 3, 3-tetramethylurea

1, 1, 3,3-tetramethylthiourea

Acrortym

nmf

nma

dnf

dma

def

dea

dbf

npa

dmso

tso

dmmp

tnP

nmpp

tppo

hnpa

dmadrnp

Lmdanp

dmu

tmu

tmtu

Structuz'aL FovvruLa

o:cH(NHMe)

O: CMe(NHMe)

O: CH (NMe2)

O: CMe(NMe2)

O: CH (NEÈ2)

O: Cl"te(NEt2)

O: CH (NnBu2)

o: cMe(NHC6115)

o: si,le2

O: S (p-C6H4-Me) z

o: P (oMe) 2Me

0: P (oMe) 3

o: P (oMe)Me (oc6H5)

o:P(C6H5) 3

O:P(NMe2) 3

o:P (oMe) 2 (NMe2)

o:P(oMe) (NMez) 2

O: C (NHMe) 2

O: C (NMez) z

S: C (NMe2) 2

N.B. The colons in the structural formulae represent double bonds.
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DEFINITIONS

k1

k2

kior

I ltgandl

x

General rate constant for an exchange process.

El_emenÈary rate constant pertaíning to a ligand exchange

process which Ís independenÈ of free lígand concentration.

Elementary rate constant pertainíng to a lígand exchange

process in which the overall rate is directl-y proportÍonal

to the free ligand concentration.

Equilibrium constant associated with the interchange

mechanism.

Rate constant for interchange of ligands bet$teen the first

and second coordinatíon spheres according to an

interchange formalism.

Free ligand concentration; i.e. the concentraËíon of

ligand not in the first coordinaËion sphere of the metal

ion.

K
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CHA?TER 1 IMRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

The fundamental reactíon for a metal catíon ín soluÈion is

considered to be the exchange of solvent molecules between the primary

solvation shell of the catíon and rbulkt solvent. A solvent molecule

ín the fírst solvation or coordination shel-l is defined to be one which

is within tcontactt or rbondingr distance of the metal ion and whose

resÍdence time in the Ímmediate vicinity of the metal ion is long

compared with íts correlation time j.n outer solvation shells and the

bulk solvent., SÈrong evidencel exists Èo support Èhe notíon that a

definite number (coordínation number) of spatíally ordered solvent

molecules occupy the first coordination sphere of a rnetal ion ín

sol-ution.

The chemical characÈeristícs of the hydrated metal ion in dilute

aqueous solutÍon are thought to be satisfaetorily explaínecl by a model

sÍmílar to that of Frank and l,tren2 in whích the metal ion ís aÈ the

cenËre of a seríes of concentric regíons of water. Thís model ís

depícÈed in Tigure 1.1. The innermost region, A, ís the first

coordination sphere (as defined above) and is the region of greatest

ímportanee as far as studíes of reaction mechanisms are concerned'

Region B is Ètre second coordination sphere in v¡hích Ëhe metal ion

orientates the r^/ater molecules dírectly through an electrostatic

ínteractíon and indÍrectly through the polarj-zatíron of the \^7ater

molecules in the first coordination sphere. In region C, the third

hydration sphere, the vrater molecules are disorclered as a consequence

of competing oríentaLíon forces emanatíng fron the second hydration

sphere and bulk water (region D). The íuterface betv¡een regions A
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OA c

FIGURE 1.1 Structural model for a solvated metal íon.
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and B is well defined for metals of hlgh surface charge densíty.

However, Èhe rboundariesr between regions B, C and D are índistinct3

and in non-hydrogen bonding solvents such as NrN-dimethylacetamide

regions B and C are probably indistinguíshable from bulk solvent.

It is rernarkable that the observed rate constants at room

temperature for the unÍdentate solvent exchange reactíon,

lusrrJ# + s* ã-r lusn-rso]otl- + s

(asterisk ís typographical distinctj-on only)

where S is a neutral solvent molecule (normally an oxygen donor lígand),

span at least seventeen orders of rnagnitude. However, as will be

discussed 1ater, the major factors deËernr-ining the rate of solvent

exchange on a metal íon probably aríse from the metal itself4'5. In

particular, cation síze and charge are ÍmporËant but equally important

are crystal field effects. The influence of the latter factor may be

gauged by the fact that the bivalent first rorÁr transition metal ions

whose ionic radii are in the range 0.57 - 0.83 Å (enclosed by Co2+ and

ìfrr2+ rcspectively) exhibít a r¡rater exchange ratc constant variatíon of

tu109 whích shows little dependence upon ionic radius. CaËions which

have large crystal- field stabílizatíon energies are 1-ike1y to have

large crystal field actÍvaËíon energies with respect to substiËution

processes. On the oËher hand, Eransítion metal Íons may be parti-cularly

labile because of Ëetragonal distortions (e.g. Cn2*).

This thesís deals T,rith ligand exchange on spherÍca1 metal Íons

which are devoíd of crystal fíeld effects (hereafter referred to as

closed shell ions) and specifícally with neutral unidentate lígands

(usually common organíc solvents). Exchange of these ligands represents

the símplest type of lígand exchange process.
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L.2 Substitutíon on a solvated metal ion

Extensíve investigatíon of the rudíments of mulËídentate

courplex forrnaËion processes (a subject which has relevance to metal

oriented biologícal reactions) has been undertakenG-8. Eigen and

coworkers9 ' 10 usíng relaxation methods have been particularl-y actíve

ln this area. A1-though these studíes have been extensive it would

âppear that a more detailed exarnination of the precursive solvent

exchange reaction is needed in order to explaín observed variaÈíons

in complex formatiori rates and to clarify proposed mechanisms

which ínvolve solvento complex specíes.

. At the outset, measured enthalpies of solvatíon, molecular

orbÍtal calculations and símple electrostatic model-slt suggest that

the bond beËween solvenË and metal ís very strong indeed (typically

> 100 k.l mol-I). The fact thaË many solvated ions are labile

(kex(300 K) > 0.1 s-1) towards ligand substítution through a variety

of exchange mechanisms implies that the strength of a single metal-

solvent bond is only one of the factors determining the substítutíon

kinetics and that a fine balance exists between these factors.

The best experimental sËrategy for tackling the solvent

exchange problem ab inítio is to systematíca1-ly change as flutny

physíco-chernical varíables as possible and observe the effects on

rates. Perhaps the most important of such variables for solvent

exchange on a given meËa1 ion are the concentration and the identity

of the exchanging solvent. Another varÍable of seemingly lesser

lmportance is the nature of the non-coordinating counËer ion

(usr:ally CfO[, ff6 etc.). However, if the meËal ion is a soluÈe

in the pure solvent it is not experimentally possíble to achíeve a

large solvent concentration range and Ëhe kínetics ¡¿ill- be inevitably

first order.
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In principle, variatiorr of the coordínating solvent concentration

by the additíon of a non-coordinatÍng diluent (other variables are nor,¡

created) should perrnit Èhe deternr-ination of the complete solvent

exchange rate la¡v and thereby provide a strofig lndication of the

exchange mechanism. This technique has been adopted by many workers

who still refer to the ligand exchange process occurring in sol-vento

complex/solvent/diluent mixtures as solvent exchange'

Before reviewíng some experimental results ít r¿ould be

appropríate to consider what kinds of mechanísms one would expect for

the soLvent exchange (ligancl exchange) reaction. Langford and Gtaylz

have examined lhe ear]y data on ligand substituËion and have forrnulated

four mechanísms, namely Èhe díssociative (D), dissociative ínterchange

(IO) , associative ínterchange (In) and associatíve (A) mechanisms ' The

D and A mechanisms nây be considere,il equivalenÈ to the lj-mítíng versíons

of the c.lassical S*1 and S*2 rnechanismsl3' 14 respectívely. However, the

dynarnics of Ehe interchange mechanisms are conceptually more sophisticaËed:

Here, an outer sphere or tencounterr complex is initially formed and

ínterchange of lígand molecules then proceeds Ëhrough the inËerface of

first and second coordinatíon spheres. The leavÍng and enteríng

ligands move synchronously. \^Ihilst an íntermediate capable of

inde-pendent existence is not forrned durÍng Ëhe interchange of lígands

between thé first and second coordination spheres, the degree of bond

making and breaking in the forrnation of the transitíon state rnay, ín

principle, show a continuous gradatíon from that observed with the D

mechanÍsm Èo that observed with the A mechanism. In the case of the

IO mechanism the predomínant contribuÈion to the exchange energetics

is the breaking of a metal-solvent bond.
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ll,ts'Jd + ,o $ [us,r]d.. ...ro þ [wr,-rso]# .. .. .s

encounter complex

The observed rate constant, k is given by Equatíon 1.1
ext

k (1. t)
ex

where [S] is the concentraÈíon of solvent whích Ís not in the first

coordínation spher., kirra is the rate constanÈ characterízing the

interchange sÈep and .K ís the equilibrium constant for the formation

of the encounter conplex. Tf KIS] < I (l-init (a)), kex aPproxímaËes Èo

k, -,([S] and a rate dependence on [S] wíll be observed. Alternatively,
anE

íf .K is very large such Ëhat K[S] > f (limít (b)), k"* will approxímate

to k. Hence, over a sufficíenËly large concentration range of
r-nË

solvent a plot of k.* versus [S] will appear iniÈially 1-ínearly

dependent on [S] Uut eventually (at high [S]) tecomes asymptoti.c to

kirra. It is Ímplicit in this mechanism that k.rr, should not be much

dífferent from the rate constant for a D mechanÍsm, k1, since bond

breaking is the most Ímportant process in both mcchanisms. For the IO

mechanism, bond fornntion between the metal and a solvenL molecule

resíding in the second coordÍnati-on sphere ís the energetically domínant

step. The variation of k"*with [Sl for the IO mechanism ís of the

same form as that in Equation 1.1. Few examples of this mechanÍsm are

knownl2' 15 and several of the assígnments have been made on the basis

of measured volumes of acÈivatíonL6'17. One of the major díffÍculties

with the assignment of interchange mechanísns ís the experimental

problern in evaluating K. Estimates of K from the Fuoss-Eigen3 expr:ession

for ions such as Mg2i- ír, most non-aqueous solvents have an upper limit
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of about unity. However, some experiment.al estimates are signifícantly

higher (= t0 ¿*3 *o1-t¡rB than this theoretical linit.

FÍnally, anoËher associative-type mechanism has been postulatedl9

in which the diluent, X, does enter Èhe first coordination sphere to

produce the reactive species IusnxJt* t.td [t"tsn-1xlt+ (r¿hich are

consequently present in low concentration) according to the scheme,

fas È
mt

MS xlr+ [ttsrr-1xln* + sIt"tsrrJ + X

where k¡ characterizes the rate determiníng step for the exchange of S.

This mechanism, first proposed for lígand substitution reactíons on

square planar platinum(II) specíes20, is unlikely to be operaËive j-n

weakly coordinating diluents. Furthermore, a variation in coordínation

number for six-coordinate metal ions seems energetically less drasÈic

than for four-coordinate platÍnurn(II) so that Èhis mechanism appears

unnecessarily complícated for lnsult+.

1.3 SolvenË exchange studies

There have been rìumerous studies of solvent exchange on closed

shell metal ions (with and without the presence of an inert diluent)

reported in the literature, albeit i¿ith differing leve1s of kínetic

thoroughness. From a revíew of the experimental results one can begín

to appreciate the relative importance of the physico-chemical variables

concerned. Table 1.1 lists some of the r:esulLs and mechanistic

conclusions reached for many of the better characterized solvent

exchange systems.

One feature of the Table is that. exchange rates are particularly

dependent on Èhe metal ion. Unidentate solvent. exehange- data for the

alkalí metals and the latÈer members of the alkaline earth grotlp are

kx
t n 1owS



TABLE 1.1 Könetie parøneters fotr soLoent eæehange on uaz'ious metaL íons

++

Meral ion Diruent 
kex(298'2 K) AH" as' Assiened

s I o, ¿r3 *o1-I "-1 kJ mol-l J K-I mol-I mechåisn Kererence

Bervllium(II)
I se (Hzo) + ] 

2+

I se (¿*r) + ] 
2+

lse(dÐnp) + I 
2+

lBe(dmadmp) +l 
2+

Ire(dmadmp) +] 
2+

IBe(trndarnp) q] 2+

Ine(tmpa) ,* ] 2+

Ire(tmp)a]2+
Ise(tmp)+]2+

Alurninium( III)

?

CH3N02

CH3NO2

Pc*

Pc

pc

CII3NO2

CH2CL2

CD3NO2

CH3NO2

CD 3NO2

CD3NO2

CD 3N02

CH3NO2

CH3N02

cH3N02

1 800

310

0 .814

7.3xt0-¡
gxlT-2

6 .9 x10-3

2.7xIO-4

r.5q
3.6

16

0.3

0 .38

0 .78

0 .36

0.05

5.1

5.0

4800d

42

6i
60

89

77

89

tL7

56

57

-44
11

-44
13

-5
13

78

-54

-44

IR?

D?

A

D

D

D

D

A

D

2T

22

23

23

23

23

23

23

24

25

26

27

26

28

26

27

27

27

ler (n2o) 61 
3+å

llt(amso)ol3+
ltt(tmp) sl3+
Im(ttnp) o] 

3+

[ar(tmp¡u1l+
lm(¿ott)ul3+
lnr(¿rnmp)el3+

[¿,1(drnurp) o ] 3+

[¿.t(trmpa)u]3+

6s.3

B3

9B

85

87

93

84

75

32

0

22

76

38

35

43

48

18

-43

D?

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

A
æ



k^-(298.2 K) AHi AS+ Assiened
Metal ion Dil-uent -1 of^ir3 mol-t s-l kJ rnol--I J K-f mol-l mechãnism Kererence

s

TABLE 1.1 (eont. )

Gallium(III)
Iea(nzo) 613+'

Iea(anso¡ 5] 
3+

lca(tmp) 5 I 
3+

lca(tmp) 6l 
3+

I ca (¿tot) , ] 
3+

lndium(rII)

Magnesíum(II)

[Me(Hzo) u]'ú

CD3NO2

CD 3NO2

CD3N02

CD3NO2

Irn(nzo)o]3+
I rn(t*p) o] 

3+

I rn(tmp) 6l 
3+

Zinc ( II)
I zr, ( trotrr) + ] 

2* cD 2cL2 9x l06

760

1.9

6.4

5.0

L.7

69

73

74

88

B6

19

to

36

25

26

26

29

26

?

D

D

D

D

30

A

A

A

D65

42

4

L9

63

46

-96

-t17
- 109

106

CD3NO2

CD3NO2

40 o0oø

344

7.24

5x10s 8.4 ?

25

26

29

31

t( pc = propylene carbonate t.1:. (o)0,.",
q. Second order rate consÈant.

b 0.55 rnolal Mn2* PresenË.

42.7

e 0.60 rnolal Mn2* presenÈ.

d ApproxímateLy I27" w/w Mn(C1O,*) z'6H20 in
sample.

\o
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not presented but all- rate constanÈs at room temperature are in excess

of 107 s-I 4 and some rates are virtually diffusion controlled. In a

broad sense, Ehe trend (cf. Im(Hro)o]3*, Ica(ttro)o]3r, Irnlnro¡6]3+)

is such that as the surface charge density of the metal cation increases,

the rate constant at room temperature decreases. This has been

explained in terms of the simple ion-dípole model32'33 "tt¿ 
the hard/

soft/acid/base model34 of solvent-metal íon interaction.

Another salienÈ feature of the Table is the arguably lesser dependence

of rate constant upon ligand identíty for a given metal ion (k"*(298 K)

for Be2* covers seven orders of magnitude). Now, íf steric effects are

ignored Èhen, intuitively, the electron pair donating abílíty of the

ligand towards the metal should cletermine to a large extent the strength

of the rnetal-ligand bond and hence strongly influence the kinetics '

There are varÍous ligand basicity scales avaílab1e34-39 buÈ the Gutmann

donor number scale3S provides, perhaps, Èhe best indication of relatíve

metal-ligand bond strengÈh in the absence of steric effects. One

problem with the Gutmann scale is that the measured bonding interaction

is between the ligand and the relaËively soft acid34'39 SbCl5' Hence,

there ís some uncerÈainty as to its reliability when applied to hard

acids such as Al3* or Be2-1 . From the lirnited data there appears to be

no meaningful correlation betr¿een do¡or number (or donicíty) and

kinetic parameters. This observation is possibly due (as intimated)

to the fact that a range of potentially imporEant steric interactions

are not being taken into consideratíon. IË has been tecognLzed that

for some ligands an increase in molecular bulk ís accompaníed by an

increase in basicity, vía inductive effects, ancl that it is often

ímpossible to segregate the tvro individual contributíons to the-

energetics of exchange.
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Other trends which may be discerned from Table 1.1 include the

frequency of dissociative kinetics and the dominance of six-coordination

except for Èhe small Be2* ion or for complexes wiËh bulky ligands such

as hmpa27. Perhaps the most intriguíng observatíon, however, is the

effect of diluent on the kínetics of tnp exchange on [Be(t*p)4f2+. It

ís evident that a completely different exchange rate law operates in

CH2CL2 compared Èo thaË in CD3NO2. Therefore, interactíons ouËside the

fÍ-rst coordination spherê may be important40. Fínally, it seems that as

Èhe metal ion sÍze increases so does the likelihood of second order

kíneric behaviour (cf . lar(mp)o]3*, IGa(trnp)6J3+ and Irn(trop)6]3Ð.

The rationale29, here, stems from the idea thaÈ steríc crowding around

a larger metal ion is less and therefore Èhis permits a transi"tíon

sÈate of higher coordination number.

L.4 Obìectíves of thís research

From analysis of the results in Table 1.1 iÈ is clear that the

chemistry of solvent exchange reactions is not fully undersËood. This

situation is not aided by the disagreement on the precise magnitudes of

rates and activation parameters for ostensibly the same system by

dífferent laboratoríes especially when the technique of variable

temperature n.m.r. specËroscoP)' ís employed' Recently, however' the

predícament has become less embarrassing through the use of more

sophisticated instrumentation and the complete lineshape analysís

method. It seems that further systematic solvent exchange investigations

with a wíder variety of raetal ions and solvents are required. In

particular, the effect of small molecular structural variations

(e.g. -rnethyl for -ethyl groups) in the solvent, and possibl-y diluenÈ'

on the kinetics of solvent exchange is a vi.rtually unexplored area and

should be very informaE.ive.
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Assr:ming that metal-solvent elecÈrostatic lnteracÈions are

energetically dominant, iÈ follows that ions of similar surface charge

density will exchange a given lígand at aPproximately the sarne raËe'

Ilence, on the strength of thís arglmenË, solvent exchange reactions on

the little-kno¡.rn Sc3* and Y3t ions apPear suitable for n.m.r. study

sj-nce the surface charge densities of these ions are comparable wíth

thoSe of two of the íons men¡ioned in Table 1.1, namely Ga3+ and In3*.

The object of this thesis was to elucídate the fundamentals of

solvent, exchange on some spherically syrnmetrical closed shel1 metal

ions. The ions which are dealt with irr detail are mâgnesiuur(II) ,

scandiurn(III) and yttriurn(III) . Very litËle was knor¿n abouÈ the

kinetic behavj-our of these ions (especially the latter two) in solution

prior to the conulencement of the project in 1977. One by-product of

this kind of research inÈo metal-solvenÈ interactíon is expectecl to be

a greaËer understanding of the physícal .organic chemistry of the

solvents themselves.
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CHAPTER 2 DBRIVATION OT K]MTIC PARAMETERS

2.L Techniques for studvins solvent exchange

There are a number of different experímenËal techniques that

may be adopted ín order to directly or índirectly investigate solvenË

exchange processes on metal íons. The most commonly used ones have

been the isoËope dilution4l'42, f1ow43-45' relaxatiott43r46-49 
"o¿

resonance methodsT' 33' 50. Additional or more accurate information is

sometimes afforded by courbíning two or nore Èechniques. As an example,

the use of stopped flow n.m.r. spectroscopysl has recently effected an

o<tension of the temperature range over whích kinetic data may be

reliably obtained (and so improving the accuracy of ÂH+ and ast

neasurements) for certain aluminíum(III) and gallium(III) solvent

exchange systems that had been previously studied by IH tt.*.r. alone.

Wíthout question, nuclear magnetic resonance specÈroscopy is

by far the most powerful single technique available for the study of

labile closed shell metal ions in solution. If the frequency of

solvent exchange ís comparable to the frequency difference betr.rreen the

relevant n.m.r. signals (in the absence of exchange) withín the

experimentally accessible temperature or pressure range, a signífícant

absorption mode líneshape modj-ficatj-on due to Èhe exchange process

wíll be evídenced. It is this lineshape modification of Èhe frequency

domain spectrurn which will be discussed now. Pulse n.n.r. methods

(e.g. for TIp measurements52r53¡ and spin saturatíon transfer

procedures (for the tíure domain sPecËra) 54 ' 55 have also been ernployed

but are not dealt with here.



2.2 Line shape analysis

The absorpÈion mode (v) lineshape of a n.m.r. signal under

cofiËinuous wave (CI,tr) slow passage condiÈions ís gÍven by53

T4

(2 .1)

(2.2)

v¡here o = the angular radiofrequency of the n.m.r. probe

.üJ0 = the angular resonance frequency of the nucleus under

a large static field Èg

BI = the magnítude of small oscíllatÍng magnetic field

ass'ociated wíth r¡

Y = the magnetogyric ratio of the observed nucleus

T2 = Ëhe observed transverse relaxaËion time

TI = the spin-lattice relaxation time

and M = the component of magnetízatíon (aE thermal equilibrium)
zeq

*
neglecËed. In thís case v becomes Lorentzían ín character:

along the direction of Û6.

Usuall-y under rhese conditions B, is so sma1l that \2 nlfrf, can be

The extensíon of the classical relations above to incorporate

exchange between uncoupled magnetic sites A and B (e.g. coordínated

o ,h. experimerrtal n.m.r. lineshape devíates56-58 slíghtly from
true Lorentzian character but thís has been found Èo introduce no

significant errors in lineshape analysis.



and free ligand sites) has been given by .several 
authors59-64. The

n.m.r. absorption lineshape is then proportional to v be1ow65'66.

-\NtzesBl{Y[1 i t(Ys/t2¡. + P¡/T2s)] + Qn]

15

(2.3)

(2.7)

Ps) (2.8)

V=
Y2+R2

t = PgtR = PAIB Q'4)

where t¡ and PO represent the mean síte lifetirne of the exchanging

species and mole fraction respectively for siÈe A, tg and Pg represent

the lífeÈime and mole fract.ion respectively for sj-te B and:

Âr.rr = ,g¡ - 0oB Q'5)

oo=%lroe-fuosl -t,r Q'6)

Y=, [',*-ô'l¡2.+]
DT)'B .A

I_I-' T2" ' Tze,

R = ôolr * t (rlrzt + L/r2s)f o + "r(rlTze - I/12p) +f Cro

Q =.r(ôr,r - I ,r" - ps)). (2.e)

This general lineshape expression may be sírnplifíed under a series of

limiËing contlitions.

Very slou eæchange

If tf,l, .ã1 < lrOa - oOBl, ftÀ, ftfi hle may approximate Equation 2.3 to

-ì -t
-YB1P¡M2 eqT2Å -YB1PsM2 eqT2B (2.10)v= +
rt:A + (roa -') 2 ú3 + (roe - ') 

2

Since v does not contain any r terms it gives no kinetic ínformatlon'

It represents Èr^Io Lorentzian líneshapes cenLred at oOO and olg''
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(t2{ +.Ãl)2 + (ooe -^)2 (r2fr + "t-B\z + (r¡oa -^)2

This corresponds to È\^to LorenÈzían lineshapes at og¡ and urgg'

Now 1/T2oo5= = r/Tzt+ l/ta and 1/T2"o5" = rlTze + l/ts and hence

the slgnals are "exchange broadened".

Fast eæcVønge

SLou eæclnnge

Ift r;t < lroo - ûrssl with.;l = t2f, and tã1 o r-1
28t

At

-YBIPAMZ.q (rtÀ + .f,t) -fB1PsM2 
"q 

(rtÀ + r[1)
v= +

v=

(2.11)

(2 .13)

If tf,t, ,;1 r,lrOe - oOBl a single Lorentzian signal centred at

(peoOe + l"r^lg") is observed. "Exchange broadeníng" is agaín exhíbited

and

PA PR

l/rzo¡s = ü . å+ rfrrfr (lroe - ooBl)2(.o + ts). (2'12)

Very fast eæcVnnge

rf tf,l, .;l > Itoo - ooBl, rrÀ, TtÀ Equation 2'3 sinplifies to

-YBrMz eq (r¡r;{ + PBrtÀ)

(peTãÀ + PBTãå)2 + (roureo r Psures - ,ù2

Equation 2.I3 represents a single LoteD:tzj.an signal centred at

(Paooe * Pgcùgg) wíth 1 /Tz oas = Pg/T2¡ + Pr./T2g and v contains no

kinetic ínformation.

Practical examples of s1ow, fast and intermediate exchange

conditíons are depicted in Fígure 3.3. The ínítial doublet under slornr

exchange conditions is seen Ëo coalesce to a singlet at irigher Tates

of exchange. For speeËra composed of more than one independent
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rcoalescing doubletr ít is aPparent Èhat the toÈal lineshape is the

sum of all the individual doublet conÈribuÈíons. In particular, if

spín-spin coupling occurs in an exchanging molecule (e.g. 3lp- Ig itt

trnp) Ëhe classical equations are still valid and one logícally treats

the total 1-íneshape as the sum of more than one coalescing doublet53 '

The lineshape tfittingr compuËeI pïogram, MATCH67, based on a

program developed by Nakagawa6S with modifications by Siddall, Stewart

and Knight69, was uËilized to símulate experimental lineshapes for some

of the tr^7o site exchange systems in this report. I4ATCH is a

non-ínteractive compuËer Program ancl was run on the urriversity of

Adelaidets GYBER 173 computer ín batch mode. Il0wever, an inËeractive

program, LINSHPTo deríved from MATCII (and which was used almost

exclusively) proved to be more convenient for analyses si¡ce it employs

the Nicolet BNC-I2 minícomputer of the HX-90-E spectrometer (see

Se-ction 7.5) and provides a visual display of the fit'

tr{hen chemical exchange occtlrs between more than two uncoupled sites the

Kubo-Sack method56 ,62-64 171 may be applíed to introduce exchange effects

into the classical lineshape equatíons. Appendíx 2 deals with 1-he

three síte exchange sítuation.

Lineshape analysis was performed on both pulsed free precession

(equívalent to CI,tr) and Fouríer transform n.m.r" spectra during the

course of this research. since the computer programs used are deríved

from a continuous \^rave treatment, this raises the question of whether

continuous r¡rave and Fourier transform lineshapes are indeed equivalent.

In fact, the transient and steady state soluti.ons of Èhe rnodified

Bloch equations53 i' the case of an uncoupled spín system undergoing

chemical e.xchange u"ar""r, Ël^7o non-equivalenË sites form a Fourier

transform paí'r72. Hence, Fourier transforrnatiol of the free induction

decayofanexchangingsystemgivesLhecontinuousr¿avelineshape.
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2.3 Some problems associated with the varíab1e temperature n.m.r.

1íneshape analvsis procedure

As previously íntimated, Ëhe nethod used here to determíne

exchange rates hinges on analysis of the coalescence of n.m.r. sígnals

caused by increase in temperature. Some problems associated with the

procedure are no\^I discussed.

IË is evident from Equation 2.3 that Èhe total n.m.r. lineshape

under any exchange condítion is dependent on transverse relaxation

tímes, mole fractions and chemical shífts. If these parameters are

temperature dependent the magnitude of the varíaÈíon with temperature

needs Ëo be ebtablished. As a rule' extrapolation of transverse

relaxation times, rnole fractions and chemical shifts53'73 (calculated

from spectra in the very slorv exchange lirnit) ínto the temperature

region of interest should be carried out to avoid potentíally large

errors in computed lifetirnes. The extrapolations, however' aTe not

easíly accomplished for many exchange systems. Hence, in Ëhese cases

relaxation tirnes, mole fractions and chemical shifts must be regarded

as variable input parameters for lineshape fitting programs.

Ir can be shown rhar if l¡rl > ,ri, \L (which ís usually the case

for exchange systerns j-n this thesi-s) then mínor ('r'10%) errors in

relaxation times make little impact on the total kinetic uncertainty

associated with the lÍneshape analysis. (For this reason linewidths

will not normally be quoted l-ater.) More often than not, the largest

eontritrutíons to the total uncertainty arise from errors in mole

fractions and chemícal shifts. The lineshape ís most sensitive to

exchange pert-urbation r,¡hen site populations are equal and at

intermediate rates of exchange.
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A further difficulty encountered in variable temPerature n.m.r.

work is the control of the sarnple temperature iÈself. The kinetic

uncertainËíes assocíated with the use of many corrtrercial high

resolution n.m.r. temperature control units should not be

underestimatedT3. Depending on Èhe values of acÈivation parameters

for Èhe exchange process, variations of one or two degrees in

temperature may produce quite substantial errors in rates (i.e' of the

order of. 307. or more). The use of a calibrated copper constantan

thermocouple.in the variabl. t.rnp"tat.ure work here has limited the

uncerÈaínty in temperature to approximately 0'5 K'

Probl-ems of a (usually) lesser nature in variable Èemperature

n.m.r. lineshape analysís include fiel-d inhomogeneíty, specEral

phasíng, baselíne irregularities, saturationr tringíngt and

superímposed inert diluent signals. Most of Èhese may be alleviated

by the employment of Fouríer'transform n'm'r' and an interactíve

fiËting program equípped wiEh a 'difference spectrurnr display.

2.4 Calculation of activ ation entha lpíes and entropies

Accordí¡g to the transition state Èheory74, the dependence of

the rate constant for an elementary exchange process on tenperature is

given by the EYring exPressíon

kex = (kBT/h) exp(-¡c* /nr)

= (kBT/h) .*p(-ltt+/nr + AS+/R) Q'r4)

where kg = Boltzmannts constanÈ

h = Planckrs constant

and R = the gas constarit.
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The transmission coefficient is assumed to be unity for our purPoses.

Although the mechanistic interpretation of experimeutal AHt and AS*

values derived using the Eyring expression above has generated some

controversyl5'75,76 ít is still desirable where possible to quote

parameters which define the temperature dependence of k"*. Kinetic

data may be fitÈed to Ëhe Eyríng relaËionship ín exponenÈial form or

Ín the convenient linear form below

ln(r/ko*) = (AH+/R)I/T + (rn(h/kB) - AS+/R). (2.1s)

A number of elaborate computer Progrâms are available for the

computation of activation enthalpies and entropíes using the Eyring

relationship äbove. One such program employed by the author I^7âs

ACTENG77.

Inlhen the observed exchange rate constant is composed of two or

more elementary rate constânts the evaluation of activation parameters

pertaining Èo the elerrentary processes becomes more ínvolved' LeÈ us

consider a two term raÈe law, for solvent exchange on a six-coordinate

complex, arisíng from the simul-taneous operatíon of two different

exchange mechanisms (for sake of argument, dissociatíve and associative

mechanisms).

rare = 6kexlMsä+l = 6(kr + k2[s])tus[+l Q.l-6)

From a mathematical- standpoint, plots of ln(T/ks¡) versus l/T will not

necessarily be lÍnear since there are no!,¡ t\^lo parameters , víz' AH! and

+
AH!, which determine Èhe rslope'. Alternatívely, writing the

approprÍate Byring relationship in exponential form,

kex=k1+k2[S] (kBr/h) {.*o(+ -
t

AHi

-RT ). rsr"*e(a¡L #) I Q.rz)

one ís <lealing with two expone-ntials here instead of one. From
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Equations 2,16 and.2.I7 il is apparent that one exchange path\^/ay will

be favoured t.o a greater or lesser degree over the other depending on

the temperature and [S]. In general, if AHtt is much different from

AU! and measuremenÈs are nade over a large temperature range (>50 K)

plots of In(T/kex) versus l./T will exhibit a substantial deviation

from línearity as ín Fígures 2.I and 2.2. Theoretically, the

non-linearíty of plots of ln(T/k"*) versus 1/T (obtaínable from n'm'r'

lineshape analysis data) ís not a problem ín the calculation of the

four activation Parameters associated with tr¡Io term rate law above:

It should be possible to directly evaluate k.* for any physically

realistic value of IS] or T. In practice, Èhe effectíve lineshape

sÍmulatíon temperatuïe range for one sample solutíon ís not always the

same as that for another (cf. Figure 4.16). Furthermore, e-xperimental

error often masks the systematic curvature of the plots. The first

practical lirnitation has, up till no\¡I , necessitated the extrapolation

of rate values ínto a tcommon temperature regionr. The rate data for

thj-s region have then been used to evaluate activation parameters by

a method described elsewhereTB. The second límifatíon makes the

extrapolatton difficulE " If nfftt is not exceptionally larger or smaller

rhan AH! (i.e. nfr+rlnnl lies between, say, 0.5 and 2) it is unlikely

any cuïva¡ure rvill be discerníble unless the temperature rânge is very

large. Interpolatíon and extrapolation of k"* values assuming línearity

will therefore wipe out some intrinsic ínformation on the ratio of

acËivatíon enthalpies and contríbute to the total error. One way to

overcone thís probl-em ís to use activation parameters obtaíned by the

1ínear interpolation and extrapolation procedureTB as inítial estimaËes

only and then try to simulate the experímental plots of ln(T/k"*)

versus 1/T accordíng to Equation 2,L7. Having clone so more accurate
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FIGURE 2.I Semilogarithmic plots of T/k.* (= tr) versus l/T

calculated according to Equation 2'L7 ' AII+1 = 25 kJ mol-r '

AS+1 = -140 J KII mol-Ì, 
^Hl 

= 90 kJ mol-I and ASI = 50 J K-l mol-I '

[s] = 0.01 mol dm-3 (a), 0.1 mol dm-3 (b), 1.0 mol dm-3 (c) and

d

c

a

b

10.0 mot dm-3 (d) .
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FIGURE 2.2 Semilogarithmic plots of T/k"* (= tT) versus 1/T

calculated according to Equation 2.I7. nn+, = 90 kJ mol-l,

ns+, = SO .r r-l mo1-1, AHå = 25 kJ mol-l and As! = -140 .l r-r mol-1.

[s] = 0.01 mol dur-3 (a), 0.1 mol dm-3 (b), 1.0 nol dm-3 (c) and

10.0 ¡nol dni3 (d) .
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(non-linear) inÈerpolated and extrapolated rates are obtained and these

can be subsequently used to refine activation Parameters. This kind of

iterative procedure is curnbersome and does noL provide good estimates

of the total "rtor"78 
whÍch presumably comprise (anongst oÈher things)

errors in sample temperature, concentrations and computed lifetímes'

The method developed ín this thesis for calculating activation

enthalpies and entropies associated with tr¡ro Ëerm rate laws is now

describ ed .

In essence, the tsurfacet defined by experimental (temperature,

[S1, t<.*) coordinates is sínulated. Using a weíghted non-linear least

squares computer program, DATAFTT, the parameters A¡rl, AHå, AStl a'd

ns! are derived according to Equation 2.17. DATAFTT mínimizes the

residuals between the experimental and calculated surfaces by rnethod

number five of Pitha and JonesTg keeping the fractional change of any

of the four parameters Èo wÍthin 0.001 at convergence. The standard

deviations for activation palameters which may be quoted from the

output of the program seïve as genuine measures of the total

statistical uncertainties since account is taken of estimated

experimental errors ín the índividual ínput variables. Equation 2'L7

may also be formulated in terms of activatj-on enthalpies and elementary

ïate consËants (k1 and k2) at a desired temperature. In thís case'

DATAI'IT furnishes rates and their standard deviatíons for thaË

Èemperature. This facitity is very convenient since it enables, under

certain circumstances, previously difficulÈ mechanistíc decisions to

be made quite easily. Iror example, if plots of k.* versus [S] are

linear but uncertainty exists as to whether small positive intercepts

(arising from an exchange pathway indepe-ndent of IS]) are statistically

trealt it may be possíble from the DATAFIT resul-ts to reject one
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mechanísm solely on statistical grounds. Of courset iË is necessary

to establish that the íntercePt is indistinguishable from zero over

the whole exPerímental temperaÈure range'

one final (perhaps obvious) point musE be made. The observation

of a linear (within experimental error) plot of k.* versus [S] from

experímenÈal daÈa does not mean that the actívatíon parameters derived

Èhrough the maÈhematícal procedures above adequately describe Èhe

acÈual kÍnetics of the exchange sysÈem under all possible conditions

of [S] and temperature. For example, the data ÈreaÈmenÈ does not allow

for specific effects that may manifest themselves more clearly outside

the lsl range, examined. In particular, above a cerÈain free solvent

concenËration, the numerical value of IS] no longer accuratel-y

ïepresents the probability of collísion between [t"tSUlm+ and S species'

Hencer âf,y computer progïam whích evaluaÈes kinetic parameters from

experímental data is subject to the límitations of íts mathematíca'l

model (which attempts to describe a complicated real system).
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CHAPTER 3 LIGAND EXCHANGE ON I4AGNESIUM(II)

3.1 InEroduction

Sínce the sixties, when the first measurements of the raËes of

1.rater and methanol exchange on magnesium(II) were made80'81' Èhere

have been surprÍsingly few direcE studies of ligand exchange processes

on this ion3I'82-85. The early fnvestigaÈions were rather límited in

scope and ít \^Ias not. feasible, at the Èime, Èo make extensive kinetíc

comparisons with other exchange systens. Table 3.1 lists some of the

kineÈíc results obtai.ned.

TABLE 3.1 Data for Ligand eæchange on magnesíun(II)

Complex ion
kex(225 K)a AHf

kJ mol--I

AS+

J K-I mol-l Reference
-l

It'rg(ttzo)o]2+

It"tg(¡leott)u]2+

lMe(stott)olz+

IMg (acetotr") r, ] 
2+

1585

o.324

108.4

264

42.7

69.9

74.O

50

8.4

58.6

L25.5

26

31

82

83

B4

a Calculated from actívation parameters

One aim of this projecË, therefore, l¡las to supplement the existing

knowledge and, indeed, more detailed and informative solvent exchange

studies are reported hereín.
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3,2 Exchang e of trimeÈhylphosphate on [t'tg(tmp)e ]2+

Crea, Lincoln and I^Iest85 have investigated the exchange of tmp

on [Ug(trnp)O]2+ in dichloromethane and acetone díluen¡s using lH

n.m.r. In their study a small chernical shift separation between

coordinaÈed and free ligand sÍgnals (ca. 0.07 p.p.m. in CI12C12 and

ca. 0.18 p.p.m. in acetone) was observed, giving rise to relatively

large experímenÈal errors in Èhe reported kinetic data. Furthermore,

the tmp exchange rate 1aw \^ras not determined although a díssociative

exchange mechanism was, tentaÈively, proposed. However, with 31P

n.m.r. spectroscopy, the chemical shift separation between coordinated

and free tmp sígnals is very much larger (ca. 5.5 p.P.m. in CD2CI2

and ca. 4.9 p.p.n. in (Clg)ZCO). This feature promotes ttre achievement

of greater accuracy in the kinetic Parameters. In this Section the

rate law ís established usÍng 3IP t.r.t. and the postulated <líssociative

mechanism confirmed.

Using a synthetic procedure similar to that of Crea, Lincoln

and L{est a perchlorare salt of the formula lMg(turp)5.75](ClO+)2In7as

ísolaÈed. The infra-red spectrum of the complex showed neither a

hydroxyl stretching band nor bands attributable to coordinated

perchlorate or lattice tmp of crystal-lization. Therefore, Èhe

non-stoichiometric formula arising from the elemental analyses

(Table 7.1) suggests the co-existence of both [ug(tmp)s]2* and

[]tg(tmp)o]2* íott" in the solid sÈate. As the crystal struc.tures of the

specíes [t"tg(oes(Me)a)5](c1o4)2 86 and [l'te(op(Me)s)51(cloa) z 87, in

whích the ligands are in a square-based pyrarnidal atray about

magnesium(II), have been published, the proposition of [rug(tmp)5]2+

is in accord rvith these known structules. Crea, Lincoln and I'Iest

reported a tmp complex wi.th 2 .337" Mg. The calculated rnagnesium
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conÈent for lMg(trop)51(cro4)z i" 2.29i¿. It therefore appears that

their compound may also have been non-stoichiometric'

The proton decoupled 36.43 lúlz 31p ¡'t n.m.r. spectrum of a

0.034 mol dm-3 solution of [¡/lg(tmp)s.75](ClOq)2 in d2-dichloromethane

at 167 K exhibired rhree singleÈs; (a), (b) and (.) (Figure 3.1).

The singlets (a) and (b) are assigned to [Ug(tmp)512+ bnt spectral

resolut.ion did not permit a distinction to be drawn between the

square-based pyramidal and trigonal bipyrarnidal geometríes which

represent the most probable structures for Èhis specíes. (there may be

a minor resonance occurring between (a) and (b) but iÈ proved

irnpossible to, improve resolution beyond that in Fígure 3.1.) Singlet

(c) is assigned to [t"tg(trnp) o]2* atrd the ratio of the concentration of

this species to rhat of [t"le(tmp)5J2+ r"" found to be ru3:1 (in agree-ment

r,¡ith the analyses above). I^lith increase in temperature singlets (a) 
'

(b) and (.) coalesced until aÈ 185 K a solitary singlet \,74s observed.

This phenomenon is consistent I^rÍth rapid interconversion of the five-

and six-coordinate species. The adclition of free tmp ligand induced

(at 175 K) singlets (a) ancl (b) to simultaneously decrease in intensity

and a new singlet assigned to free tmp to aPpear downfield. This

observation is cornpatible wíth a shift in the tacit equilibrium

rowards [Ug(tmp) 6]2+, Of solutions (i) Ëo (v) only solution (v)

exhibited small signals (which made up <L"/. of the total coordinated

rmp signal area) a¡rributable ro [Ug(tmp) sfz+. I^]iEhin the experimental

error, the number of trnp molecules in the first coordinatíon sphere

of magnesium(ff) was six in solutions (i) to (v) (see Tabl-e 3'2) '

The proton decoupled 3lP FT n.m.r. specËrum of a 0.028 rnol dn-3

solution of []fg(t*p)5.75](Clora)2 in d6-aceLone at 176 K consisted of

five resolved coordinated trnp sínglets and one free tmp singlet,
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-H-)

15 Hz

FIGURE 3.1 Proton decoupled 3fp pf n.rn.r. sPectrum of a 0.034 urol d¡n-3

solurlon of [Mg(tnp)s.zs](cloq) 2 In d2-dichloromethane at 167 K.

SÍnglets (a) and (b) are asslgned to [l"te(tnp)s]zf and slnglet (c) to

It"tg(tmp)o]2+.

c

b

a



TABLE 3.2 SoLution eontpositions and kinetíe parønetens for the lMg(tnp) 572+ system

Ir"re(mp) å+]
mol dm-3

0.299

0. 160

0. 185

0.116

0.064

o.27 8

0. 188

I tmp]

mol dm-3

2.5r

T.6L

0.970

0 .604

0.327

I .59

o.842

lco2ct2)
nol dm-3

[ (co s) zco]
mol dm-3

8.06

10.3

kex(225 K)' AHf 
c

kJ nol-1

+â
AS* "

J K-l mol-Ic.N.4Solution

(i)

( l-r/

(iii)

(iv)

(")

(vi)

(vii)

-l

7 .O7

10. 3

11.4

72.7

13. I

5.9

5.8

5.9

6.1

6.0

5.9

5.8

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

442

630

689

683

707

587

495

!27

r41

!47

!47

!42

!57

r53

54.1

53.4

s0.8

51 .3

50.5

51.2

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.7

48.6

48. I

37.2

39.5

36.2

38. 1

48.2

1.9

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.9

3.3

3.4

+

+

+

t
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

t53.8 t 0.8

a,

b kex(225 K) interpolated from the Eyring plots.

e AIf and ASf determined from the Eyring plots.

The quoted errors represent one standard deviation.

The quoted errors represent one standard deviation (ACTENG).

C.N. = number of coordinated ligand molecules as d.etermined from integration of the 3IP o.-.r. signals of
free and coordinat.ed tnp in the Ëemperature range L75 - 195 K. The quoÈed errors represent one

standard deviatíon.

(¡)o
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indicating the presence of several magnesiurn(ff) species in solution

(rigure 3,2). The appearance of free tmp demonstr:ates the abilíty

of d6-acetone to displace coordinated tmp and it is probable that as

d6-acetone is in excess concentration ([Mg(acetone)O]2+ 84 '88 has been

reported under such conditions) a coordínation number of six is

reÈained in species of stoichiometry [t"tg(tnp)6-n(d6-acetone)rr]2+ it

this sysÈem. Direct confirmation of the presence of coordinated

acetone was obtained from the lH rr.*.t. spectrum of a 0.034 nol dn-3

solution of IMg(tmp) 5.75] (C104) 2 Ln a d6-acetone/acetone mixture in

whích a broad signal arising from coordínated acetone was observed

42 Hz downfield from the free acetone sígnal at 185 K. In solutions

(vi) and (vii) a single 3IP singlet r^¡as observed for coordinated tmp

at 185 K and the íntegrations \;ùere consistent wí-th [Mg(ttp)6J2+ b.ittg

the predominant magnesium(II) species in solution (for the integrations

of 3lP signals: 31P nuclei we.re fully relaxed prior to each new pulse

and no signifícant nuclear Overhauser enhancement differenee beEween

coordinated and free 3lP nucleí is expected).

Rate constants for interuolecular exchange (kex = l/'r" where

t" ís the coordinated tmp lifetírne) at specifíc temperatures rnlere

obtained by lineshape analysis of the 3Ip I't n.m.r. spectra (Figure

3.3). As the effecrive temperature range for analysis (198 - 256 K)

anpl-oying 3Ip n.m.r. for this system is much greater than those ranges

of Crea, Lincoln and irlest (1BB - 198 K ín CH2CL2 and 193 - 208 K in

acetone in Èheir ltt ut,rdy¡, the results here are considered to be more

reliable.

The cornpositíon of each solutíon and the der:ived kinetic

parameters are given in Table 3.2. Semílogarithmic p]-ots of

rcT (= T/kex) versus I/T are shown in Fi-gure 3.4. The rate constants



-fl+

50 Hz

FIGURE 3.2 Proton decoupled 3Ip ¡'T n.m.r. spectrum of

solution ot [Mg(trnp)s,zs](cloa)2 in d6-acetone at 176 K'

singlet arises from free ÈmP.

32

a 0.028 rnol dni3

The downfield
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-þ{-,

4OO Hz

246K O.16 ms

23s o.47

224 1.7

215 7.4

20s

200 60

EXPT CALC

FIGURE 3.3 ExperimenLal and computed besÈ fít 3lp ft n.m.r. líne-

shapes of a [Mg (trnp) 6 J 
2+(0.278 mol dm-3) , tmP (l .59 rnol dm-3) and

d6-acetone (8.06 mo1 drn-3) soluËion. The experimental temperaEures

and best fit t" (coordinated ligand lifetirne) values apPear to the

left and ríght of the Figure respectively. The free tmp signal is

dor¿nf íeld.

27
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ms deg
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40 44 ^481O'l T
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10
52

FIGURE 3.4 Semilogaríthmic plots of t.T againsÈ 1/T for the

[ug(tmp)6J2+ system. The indívidual data points for solutíons (i) -
(vii) are represenÈed as (i)E , (íi)O, (iii)V , (iv)4, (v)O,

(vi)O, (vii)A and the corresponding linear least-squares lines (the

line for solution (iii¡ is omítted for clarity) âs - - -,
and The bottom scale refers

to solutions (i) - (v) while (vi) and (vii) are referred to the upper

scale.
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deríved in the midst of the n.m.r. sígnal coalescence phenomenon (which

occurs at- N225 K in Èhís system) are the most accurate53 and hence

kex(225 K) values are quoted. The k.*(225 K) values for solutions (ii)

to (v) are identical within two standard deviations oveT a 4.9-fo1d

variation in ltmpJ and the variation ín k.*(225 K) over the 7.6-fo1d

variation in Itnpì encompasse<l by soluÈions (i) to (v) is a factor

of I.6. Thus, the rate of tmp exchange on [t'tg(tmp)o]2t is not

narkedly dependent on Itmpl in d2-dichloromethane díluenÈ. Space

filling models indícate that approximately twenty dichloromethane

molecules or ten trimethylphosphaEe molecul-es can fíll the second

coordination sphere of IMg(trnp) e ] 
2+. Hence, on a statistical basis,

Èhe number of tmp molecules in the second coordinaÈíon sphere of

[Mg(tmp)6J2+ will vary from less than one for solution (v) to four or

more in soluti,on (i). unless there ís a very high degree of

preferential occupancy of the second coordination sphere by tnp such

that this occuPancy is almost invariant under the experimental

condítions reported here, it appears that the lability of tmp ín the

first coordinat.ion sphere ís not modifíed to a major extent by the

composítion of the second coordinaÈion sphere. This is supported by

the observation that the kinetic parameters derived from solutions

(vi) and (vii) in d6-acetone may not be meaningfully distinguíshed

from those observed in d2-díchloromethane diluent.

overall, these rate phenomena are consisÈent wíth a Èmp

exchange mechanism in whích bond breaking constítutes the predornínant

contribution to the observed ÂIt* and ASf values. The observation of

[t"tg(turp)S]2* in <12-dichloromethane diluent lends supPort to the

postulation of a dissociative (D) Ëmp exchange pïocess for [ug(trnp) 6f2+.

The kinetic data for the [t"tg(tnp)612+ system may now be compared with
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those data in Table 3.1. DÍ-sregarding the results tor [t"tg(t"teOfl)O]2*,

all rate constants at 225 K lie ín the range 100 - 1600 s-I. The

dissociaËive mechanism is also thought Èo be operatíve for the systems

ín Table 3.1.

3.3 Exchang e of N,N-dimethylformamide on IMg(dnf)6]2+

The hygroscopíc perchlorate salt [t"tg(¿m¡) 6J (CfO,*) 2 afforded

using the preparative method describe-d in Sectíon 7.2 was employed for

Èhe ligand exchange ínvestigation. This complex has been previously

mentioned in the literaËure22 but no detaíled kinetic study involving

ít has been reported.

Anhydrous solutions of [Mg(dnf)6] (C1o4) 2 anð dmf in

d2-dichloïomethane- or d6-acetone whose compositions are given in

Table 3.3 exhibited N-methyl proton (90 MHz) resonances c,f coordinated

dmf downfield from those of the analogous resonances of f::ee dmf under

slow exchange condÍtions at 180 K. In the d2-dichloromethane

solutíon (iii) the N-methyl resonances of coordinated dmf were

separated by 15 .3 Hz, and those of free dmf by 9.7 Hz. The hígh-field

coordínated dmf resonance was 5,5 Hz downfíeld from that of the

corresponclíng high-field free drnf resonance. Sinilar chemical shift

separations hrere observed in the other d2-dichloromethane solutions.

In the d6-acetone solution (vi) the analogous separations were 14'6,

16.1 and l3.IHz, and similar values were observed in the other

(Clt¡ 2CO solutions. A comparison of the integrated areas of these

coordinated and free resonances showed that- [t"Ig(dmf)6J2+ was the

predominant magnesiurn(fI) species Prese.nt j-n solutíons (i) - (viii).

The effective Ëemperature range for líneshape analysis (tl-Cttg

resonances; mínor coupling with formyl proton was ignored) in this



TABLE 3.3 SoLution eornposítions ard. kinetic paraneters for ùnf eæehange on lAg{&nfl 572+

Idmf]
mo1 dm-3

T.T7

0 .508

o.397

0.326

0.239

O. BOI

0.243

0 .205

lco2ct2)
mo1 dm-3

12.6

13 .8

L3.9

14.1

14 .1

[ (cng) zco]
- . _?mol dm "

11 .6

L2.7

L2.B

kex(215 K)
e,

AH+

-ls' kJ mol-l J K-l moL-l

+
AS*

lMe (¿rr) 62+l
- - -2mol dm '

0. 199

0. 101

0.07 68

0 .0523

0.0354

0.118

0.0505

0 .0301

c.N.arb
Solutíon

(i)

(ii¡

(iii)

(iv)

(.r)

(vi)

(vr-r-)

(v1r-r/

5.9

5.8

5.8

6.1

5.9

6.1

5.9

5.9

0.1

o.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

o.2

o.2

23.5

25.2

22.5

6t.7

76.2

65 .3

3.2

2.5

2.5

5.3

6.3

3.1

81.0

72.4

54.2

56.2

53 .0

¡ 2.3

! 2.6

t 1.5

r 1.1

t 0.6

116

118

146

161

t20

44

55

39.1

11

I

t4

10

t2

7

5

2.9

+

t

+

+

+

+

+

+

L7 .2 ! 2.3

L7 .7 ! 2.0

7I.9 ! 2.3

72.3 ! r.8

+

+

+

t

+

+

+

+

+

t

+

+

+

+

77 .8 ! 3.0

a C.N. = the m:mber of dmf rigands in the first coordinaÈion sphere as determined from a comparison of the

integrated areas or tne resonances of free and coordinated dmf in the Èemperature range 180 - 200 K'

b The errors ïepresent the maximum observed deviation from the mean value'

c The k"*(215 K) values were interpolated from the Eyring plots'

d. The errors rePïesent one sÈandard deviation'

(,
!
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study v/as 205 - 235 K and rate constants are quoËed at 215 K, the

middle coalescence temperature. Over the 4.9- and 3.9-fold range of

[amt] in CD2C12 and (CD3)2CO* respectively, kex, exhibits a sma1l

non-linear varíation with [¿mf]. The k.* values observed in (CD3)2CO

are approxímately three times larger than those observed in CD2C12.

Thís sensitivity of k"* to the nature of the dj.luent may to some

exËent explaín the small varíation of k"* observed ín a given diluent

since a change in [dmf] may be expected Èo modify the environment of

IMg(amf)6]2+. Nevertheless, the small variation of k.* with Idmf]

in boÈh diluents indicates that the predominant path for ligand

exchange on [ug(dmf)612+ i" independent of [arnf] and is thus consistent

with bond ruptuïe being the major process in the formatíon of the

transitíon state. In principl-e, either a dissociatj-ve mechanism or

a dissociatíve interchange mechanism (in the limit where all of the

magnesium(Il) is in the form qf the encounter complex, lttg(¿mf)6]2+....

dmf) is compatible with the observed ligan<l exchange kinetics.

t'lhen ldmf ]tot"l (= ldrnf ] + tdrf ]"oord) was reduced beyond

approximately 0.4 mol dm-3 in d2-dichloromethane (i.e. by dilution of

solutíons (i) - (v) in Table 3.3) integrations of coordínaÈed and free

dmf resonances yielcled coordínation number values for magnesium(Il)

that were less than six: The apparent coordination number had levelled

out to five at [¿mt]total c¿ 0.02 mol dm-3. This trend ís consistent

r¿ith a shifË in equílibrium towards [Ug(¿mt)t]z-+ {fite Ëhe tmp system).

Unfortunately, the lH resonances arisíng from the proposed five-

coordínate magnesíurn(tf) species r¿ere found to have the same chemical

* Deuterated acetone is expected to coordinat.e to magnesium(II) under
conditions of low l¿mf]toËal. Hence, only a small [amf] range is
feasible for a study in d5-acetone.
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shifÈs (within spectral resoluÈion) as those fron [Mg(dnf)6]2+. The

observed rate constants for exchange of dmf on the fíve-coordinate

specíes (over a sma1l concentrati-on range) were roughly three to five

times larger rhan those for dmf exchange on [Ug(arm)612+ itt CD2CI2

díluent.

On the basis of the observations above and the daLa in Table

3.3 it seems likely that a dissociative rather than a dissociative

interchange mechanism is operating in both diluents for It"tg(dtf)O]2+'

The observed varíation of kex, AH+ and ASf with the nature of the

diluent indícates that changes in the envíronment external to the

first coordination sphere sígnifícantly rnodify Èhe enthal-py and

entropy dífferences 1¡etween the ground sËaÈe and transition state in

the IMC(dmf)6]2* "y"t*r. 
This nodification appears to be mínirnal in

Ëhe case of [Mg(tmn)6J2+.

3.4 e of triphenyl phosphineoxide on maenesiun(II)

A magnesium(lt) complex of stoichiometry It"tg(tppo)41 (Cfo4) 2

has been reported by Karayannis and coworkersE9. (ttre bulk of the tppo

ligand probably precludes the formation of [Mg(tppo)61(CfO4)z- .) They

concluded from infra-red evidence that the ligand bonds to the metal

via the phosphoryl oxygen and also intímated that at least two of the

three aromatic Iings are noË coplanar with Ètre plane of symmetxy of

the electr:on cloud of the P = 0II bond" The complex was aír-stable

and there \,fas no evidence for coordinated perchlorate ín the solid

staÈe or ín CH2CL2 solution.

lH rr.*.r. \¡ras not employed in the ligand exchange study since

the aromatíc region is far too complex for líne-shape analysis '
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Rather, 3tP was Èhe nucleus of choice because of its proximity to

magnesíum in the complex and because it gives rise to simple spectra

(when lH d..o,tpled). one major disadvantage is the poor sígnal to

noíse induced by Èhe low sensitivity of 3IP nuclei and Ëhe low

percentage of phosphorus by weight in the complex ion. Nevertheless,

Ëhe complex and lígand were sufficiently soluble irt CD2CL2 to permit

a reasonable concentration range of tppo (7.5-fo1d) for the

determínaËion of the exchange rate law in this diluent.

The lH decoupled 36.43 w1z 3IP t.t.r. specÈrum of tppo in

cD2cL2 consisted of a síngle sharp peak throughout the liquíd

temperature rênge of CD2CL2. Símilarly, the lH decoupled 3lP spectrum

of [t"tg(rppo)41(cfo4) 2 in CD2C12 consisted of a single sharp peak which

was displaced 301 Hz downfield at 200 K. However, when complex and

lígand were mixed together such that Itppolrot-"l/[M82+] > 5 the

coordinated tppo signal was only 157 Hz downfield from the free tppo

signal at 200 K. Integration of the coordinated and free ligand

resonances revealed that [¡'rg(tppo)s]2f is the much preferred

magnesium(II) entiÈy under these conditions. In principle, the

non-equivalence of ligands in the possible trígonal bipyramidal or

square-based pyramidal structures of IMg(tppo)S]2* sho,rld result in

two singlets of different resonant frequencies; one charactetízj-ng

the axial ligands and the other the equatoríal ligands. In practice,

this was not observed, i-ndicating that eíther the chemical shift

separaÈíon between the two expected singleËs is too small for

detection at 36.43 lfrIz or that the intramolecular tppo exchange

between the two sites is in the fast exchange lirnít down to 180 Kt

the lowest temperature studied. In CD2ClZ the followíng equilibrium

exists.
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lMe(tppo) ,f'* * tppo +L [Me(tppo)s]2+

The stabilíty of l¡tg(tppo)5J2+ i" such that over the who]-e magnesium(II)

concentration range examíned, 0.0813 - 0.0108 mol dm-3 (tat|e 3.4), in

which rhe formal- [tppo] toxaL/[Mg2+] ratio > 5 only singlets arising

from lMg(tppo)5J2+ attd free tppo were observed. !ühen this ratío was

between four and five, singlets arísing from [Mg(tppo)S]2* "ttd

[Mg(tppo)al2+ orrly ¡,rere observed. The linit of detection of the leasÈ

concentrated of the three species under either of these concentration

ratío conditíons v/as about 5% (Uide ùnfra) and on this basis Èhe

apparent equilibrium constant' K"O, has a lower lirnit of ¡,500 dm3 mo1-1.

If the dissociaËion of a tppo lígand is the sole rate

determining process leading to tppo exchange on [t"tg(tppo) Sf2l, the

lif etime of rnagnesiun(Il) ln lMg(tppo) 5J2+, .¡.1r, and the lifetírne of a

singl-e ligand in [Mg(tppo)s]2*, rc, (which will bear Èhe rel.ationshíp

.Mg -c"/S) will be independent of all reactant concentrations. The

k"* (= l/tc), ÂHt and ÂS* values for soluÈions (í) - (iíi), which were

derived by complete lineshape analysis of the coalescence of the

[Mg(tppo)5J2+ "nd free tppo 3lP singlets over the temperature range

2IO - 245 K (Table 3.4), are seen to be. ínternally similar a¡d are

also comparable to the kínetic parameters charactetizíng soltltion (iv)

which were derived from the coalescence of the 3Ie singlets of

[Ug(tppo)5J2+ rrrd [Ug(tppo)4J2+ or.t the temperature range 205 - 240 K.

For soluÈions (i) (iv) [tppo] ranges from 0.276 - ca. 0.01 mol drn-3

and [t"tg(tppo)A+] ranges from 0.05 - ca. 0.0005 mol dm-3 (the 1or¿er

concentration limit being estimated for both of these specíes on the

grounds that the limit of detection would requíre a signal íntensity

of approximately 57" of. that of Ëhe rnajor species present). It is



TABLE 3.4 SoLution eornposítions and kinetie parøneters fon triphenyLphosphíneotLde

eæehange on magYlesiun(II) in CD2CL2 dLLuent

++
lug(tppo)3+l ltppo] t ex(220 K) 

^If ^s*Solution mo1 dm-3 mol drn-3 s-l ' kJ mol-l J K-l mol-l

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

from ref. 90:

0.0813

0 .04 6s

0.0108

0.050

lzn(rppo) fi+l

0.0202

o.27 6

0. 128

0 .0368

tMe(tppo) fi+l

0.050

I tppo ]

o.o79

38 14

37t5

56!4

200 ! 20

40!4

73.7 ! I.8

69.0 ! 2.1

69.6 ! L.2

73.O ! I.ç

73.0 r 1.6

123t8

101Ì9

10715

or33 t l
b

a

b x7201

31.7 r 0.3 -29.6 1 1.6

d. k"* and AS+ refer Èo the interconversion.f.lyg(tppo)5J2+ to lMg(tppo)4J2+ such
tÈät tte ligand exchange ïaÈe = t;]tug(tppo)3+1.

b k"* and AS+ refer ro rhe exchange of one^tppo ligand on [t"tg(tppo)s]2* such that
tñË tig"trd exchange raËe = 5tãt[rqg(tppo)3+].

QuoÈed errors on all parameters represent one sLandard deviation using ACTENG.
5
N
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apparen¡ from these data that ligand exchange on [t"tg(tppo)512+ proceeds

predominantly through a D mechanism.

An A rnechanism necessarily provides one ligand exchange path

for the []te(rppo),*]2* "p."ies according ro the equílibrium above. In

addírion, the invariance of the width of the [Mg(tppo)q]2* singlet

upon diluËÍon of solution (ív) and the broadening* of the tppo singlet

upon dilution of solutions (i) - (iii) (in the temPerature range

180 - 200 K where the [Mg(tppo)5J2+ sínglet was not significantly

broadened by the ligancl exchange), suggests the operation of a D lígand

exchange mechanism at a rate (at 200 K) which is be-low the fast

exchange limip of the n.u.r. time scale.

Due to the disparate concentrations of [Mg(tppo)aJ2+ and tpPo

existing in solu¡ion, as discussed earlier, quantiÈative ligand

exchange data \^7ere unobtainable for Ëhis ligand exchange process, but

the díluËíon experiments provided good estímates of the temperature

dependent linewidth variations arísíng from this process in solutions

(i) - (íii) so that the sma1l allowances for these variatíons hiere

readily made in the derivatíon of the [Mg(tppo)5J2+ exchange

parameters.

It ís ínteresting Ëo note that zinc(II) also forms a four-

coordinate complex wíth tppo ín the solid state but the predominant

zinc(It) species in IZn(tppo)+] (C1O+) z/tppo/CD2CI2 mixtures90 is

¡rThis is consistent with an increase ín the ratio tug(tPRg)?*ltttppol
upon dilution. The mean lifetirne of tppo in lMg(tppo) 4f'- , tl, vrhich

appeared to be indepenclent of Itppo]-in.the leTr¡grature range.
1'B'0 - 200 K (since lppo exchange on [t"tg(tppo)4Jz- through an A
mechanism is relativlly slow), is related to ttle mean lifetime of
free tppo¡ rF, as below.

tiiri = tr/P,
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IZn(tppo) r]'+. Gíven that the crystallographic and effective ioni-c

radii of both four- and five-coordínate magnesiun(lf) and zinc(II) are

almost identical9l it Ís concluded thaE sÈeric effects are unlikely to

produce the coordinatíon number differences between the tPPo comPlexes

of magnesÍun(fI) and zinc(II) observed ín solutíon. Therefore, an

alternative origin of these differences must be sought '

Magnesíum(Il) has the neon electronj-c configuratíon r¿hereas

zinc(lI) is characterized by ltleJ:s2:p63¿10 and this is reflecÈed on an

empirical basis by magnesium(ff) behaving as a hard acid whílst zinc(II)

exhíbits characterístics between those of a hard and a soft acíd92 ' As

a consequence., nagnesiun(Il) is expected to form some of Íts most

stable complexes \^rith oxygen donor ligands whereas zinc(II) ís

expected to form more sLable complexes l¡íth lígands bonding through

sulphur. These expectations may partly explaín why magnesiun(Il)

achíeves the five-coordinate state in IMg(tppo)S]2* itt CD2CLZ solution

whilst zinc(II) only achieves four-coc¡rdinatj-on in IZn(tppo)412+ under

similar conditions. (It ís a1.so irnplied that crystal packing forces

cause [t"tg(tppo)4ì2+ to be more stable than [Mg(tppo)5J2+ itt the solid

state.) The harder acid nature of magnesium(ff) compared to zinc(Il)

again probably manifests itself in the AHf and AS* values for Èppo

exchange,which are substantially larger in the case of magnesium(II)

(rabte 3.4) .
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3.5 IH tt.r... studies of N-meEhylformamíde and N-methylac.etamide

complexes of magnesium(tr)

The solvents nmf and nma exist in two isomeric forms, viz.

H nmf:R=Ho CH 3
c-N c-N

H nma:R=CH3
3

I II

whích ínterconvert veïy slowly below room temperature. It has been

shown by a varíety of spectroscopic methods that Elte ttans (I) form

pre<lominates over t]¡e e¿s (II) form. In addition, if the N-rnethyl

group is cis to the carbonyl grouP (I) then the N-CH3 lH t.*.t'

resonances wíll occur at a higher fíeld compared to those resonances

for a N-methyl group tv'ans to Ëhe carbonyl grouP.

In 1964, La Planche and Rogers93 determined the proportion of

cís z trans to be 8 : 92 in Èhe case of nmf. They were not able to

deÊect any cis isomer at all for nma. However, Barker and Boudrea.rx94

later report.ed 37" eis ísomer in aqueous nma solution and te-n percent

cZlS isomer of nmf was found in neat or aqueous nmf samples at 35oC.

The proportion of cis amide- increased only slíghtly with temperature.

It"tg(nmf)61(CfO4¡ z was easily prepared using a slight varíation

of the general synthetic procedure described in Chapter 7. It was

nildly hygroscopic wirh poor solubility ín cD2cl2. 90 MIz lH n.m.r.

spectra of samples of Ëhe complex in (CDS) 2CO/nnf míxÈures at

temperatures belov¡ 2OO K \¡¡ere consístent with the occurrence of slow

intelmolecular nmf exchange been free and coordinated sites.

ApproximateLy IO% of the nmf rnras in the e'Ls form for both free and

coordj-nated environments. Comparísons of the relative areas of all

R/
\

\H

o\

R/
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resonances inplied that IMg(nmf)o]2* r"" the predominant magnesiurn(II)

species in solution. CoaLescence of the N-methyl resonances took

place aÈ about 215 K in accord with the klnetic behaviour of the

[t"tg(¿rnf)612+ systen. Due to the complexity of the coalescence

phenomenon ¡vhich involves tr¿o isomers of nmf , kínetic parameËers r^7ere

not obtained.

[Ug(nma) 5J (CfO4) 2 þtas a hygroscopic (possibly non-stoichiornetric)

complex and was onl-y sparingly soluble Ln CD2CL2. SËudies of this

sysÈem hrere, as in the nmf case, confíned to (CDO)2CO diluent.

ApproxÍ-mateLy 37" czls isonel: hTas observed for the free ligand ín

(CD3)2C0. Thg same percentage of cis isomer seemed to be maintained

when nma was coordinated to magnesium(ff), as determined from lH

n.m.r. spectra of the complex in (cl3)2c0. Ilowever, at temperatures

close to the freezíng point of (CDg) 2CO the N-methyl resonances of

coordinateð. trans tlma appeared to possess an upfield shoulder. This

observation could be due to either the displacement of a sígnificanÈ

amount of nma from the first coordination sphere (Uide inft'a), or the

slowing dor,vn of intramolecular ligand exchange ín lMg(runa) s]2* to t

point where separate n.m.r. signals are evidenced for axial and

equatorial ligands (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.4). In the latter event'

Ëhe upfíeld shoulder arises from the axial ligands. The spectral

resolutíon under these conditions rÁ74s, unfortunately, not very good'

(The presence of proton signals from íncornpletely deuterated diluent

precluded proper measurements ín the acetyl region but, at low

temperature, splittíng of the trans amide acetyl signal was observed.)

lH n.m.r. spectïa of [Mg(n:na) 51(ClOr,)2 and nma together ín

(CDS) 2CO at room temperature r^iere consistent with the occurrence of

very fast intermolecular exchange. I^Ihen the solutíons were cooled
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belor¿ 200 K significant exchange broadening was observed. At about

180 K the interrnediate (tf1at topt) intermolecular exchange condition

was satisfied and there were signs of splitÈing in the N-nethyl region.

Further cooling induced a prohibíÈively large increase in viscosity.

Coordinatíon numbers and quantitative kinetic data were unobtainable.

It would appear that the intermolecular exchange of nma on

magnesium(Il) ís too fast for accuraÈe lH lineshape analysis at 90 MIIz.

Ligand exchange is therefore substanÈially more rapíd for nma than for

nmf, dmf, :rp or tppo. Rationalization of this kínetic phenomenon in

¡erms of relative ligand basicities or sizes seems ímpossible.
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CHAPTER 4 LIGAND EXCHANGE ON SCANDIITM(III)

4.r Introduction

The rate of murexide subsËitution ínto the first coordination

sphere of the aquascandium(III) ion has been measured (k2(285 K) =

4.8 x IO7 drn3 rnol-l s-i) using the T-jump techníque95 and ís

unexpectedly high for a trivalent metal ion occurring early in the

periodic table. More recently, in anoÈher study96 of multídentate

complex formation involving the aquascandir:m(IlI) ion, the lolest rate

constant observed was 3.3 x 106 s-I (29S K). It has been sugBested

that these observations may be a consequence of there beíng more than

six aqua ligands in the firsË coordínation sphere of scandium(III) in

solutionl0'95, but only 5.1 aqua ligands have been directly detected

by ltt n.m.ï. in that environment, possibly as a resrrlL of some of the

first coordination sphere sites beíng occupied by aníonic ligands97 '

455" ,r.m.r. studiesgS of various scandíum salts in aqueous solution

have provided no hard evidenc.e as to the stoíchíometries of the

scandium(Ilt) specíes present. In scandium perchlorate solutions'

for example, the observecl changes ín chemical shift and linewidth

may be due to the forrnation of hydrolysís products99'100 or contact

ion pair formation. A comparison of the experimental free energy of

hydration to values calculated, fot various coordination numbersl0I

suggesrs rhat [Sc(HrO)6J 3+ shorrld be the domínant scandium(tff)

species. On the other hand, ít is known from crystal strucËure

determínations that scandi-un(f tl) can form sí*-102, seve,,-I0 3 ,

eíght-I04 rn¿ nine-I05 coor:dinate complexes with various ligands in

the solid st.ate ancl hence, possibly in solution' Moreover'

scandíum(Ill) ís able to vary its coordinatíoD number by two (six to
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eÍght) ín the presence of the same ligandl02'104.

Along with the mystique which surrounds ligand substitution

processes on scandiun(tff) in aqueous solution, Èhere is a paucity of

kinetic data with respect to non-aqueous scandiurn(III) systems. ftris

Chapter provides further insight into the dynami.cs of ligand exchange

on scandium(fff) through n.m.r. investigations of the more general and

possíbly simpler non-aqueous systems.

4.2 Exchange of trimethY lphosphate on [Sc(tmp) 6] 3+

The rnildly hygroscopic complex, ISc(tmp) O] (CfO+) 3 ' \¡las soluble

in CD3CN, CD3ñ02 , C2H2CL4 and (CD¡) 2CO but insoluble in CD2CL2. Slow

decornpositíon of d6-acetone solutíons containing Sc3+ I¡ras seen to occur

(yellow after thirty rninutes) in accordance r¿ith observations macle by

Crea67 of the behaviour of acetone solutions contaíning 413+.* A study

in this diluent was, therefore, not attempted. Solutíons of

[Sc(tnp)61(CfO4)3 and tmp in CD3CN, CD3NO2 or C2H2CL4 exhibited a lH

n.m.ï. doublet for coordir.rated tmp (.f (tg - Slp) = 11.4llz) downfield

from rhe doubler of free tmp (.](ltt - ¡Ip) = 11.I I7z) under condiÈions

of slo¡rr exchange between coordinated and free sites. The slow

exchange condition was satisfied in all the CD3CN arld C2H2C14 solutions

(Table 4.1) below 250 and 260 K re-spectively. In cD3N02 solutions the

onset of the slow exchange conditj-on occurred at progressively higher

temperatures as Imp] decreased; tl-rus slow exchange \^/as observed at

and below 265 and 305 K respectively for the concentration extremes

* Decomposition of acetone solutions containing Mg2+ (Chapter 3)

.rury *rrth slower (yellow af ter trvo weeks) . Hence over the period
reqlired for data accumulation (ca. two hours) the extent of
deáomposítion is negligible for rnagnesiurn(II) systems '

as



TABLE 4.1 SoLution eonrpositions anÅ. kínetíe parøneters for trnp erehange on lSe(trnp) 513+

ts"(r'p)3+l Itrnp]

mol dm-3 mol d'm-3

IcogcN]

mo1 dm-3

15 .0

L7 .3

17 .7

L7 .7

18. I
18.1

lc2n2cta7
- - -2mol dm "

7 .32

8. 11

I co3No2J
- . -?mol clm "

14 .0

L4.9

16. I
16 .9

L7 .7

a kex(3oo R)b'" LH+e' AS+ ",

kJ mol-l J K-Ì mo1-ISolution C.N. -ls'

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(',r)

(vi)
(vii)
(vaaa,

(ix)
(x)

(xi)
(xií)
(xiii)

5.9

5.8

6.0

5.8

6.1

6.0

6.0

6.1

5.9

5.9

6.0

6.1

6.0

0.1

0.2

0.2

o.2

0.1

o.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

65.7

36.5

33 .9

33.4

36 .3

49.2

42.4

42.7

2.6

o.7

L.2

1.1

r.2
2.3

1.3

1.6

29.8

31 .3

32.7

33.2

28.9

29.4

4r.3
43.4

o.4

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.6

0.5

0.5

-1 11

-111

- 107

-105

-119

-1 15

-76.0

-69.1

2

I
1

2

1

2

1.8

1.8

0.110

0.0503

0.01 74

0 .01 53

0.00307

0.00109

0.r13
0.0579

0.125

0. 107

0.061 2

0.0279

0.0044

0.693

0.r47

0. 109

0.0448

0.0193

0 .0069

0.864

0 .386

0.892

0.595

0 .312

0. 199

0 .0315

+

+

t
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

t
+

+

+

+

+

+

t
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

k2(300 K)e = 51.3 t 1.8 dur3 mol-I s-l
LHÍe = 26.0 ! 0.9 kJ mol-I

AS+¿ = -L26 ! 3 J K-I mol-l

q, C.N. = number of coordínated tmp molecules. The errors repïesent the maximum observed deviation from the

mean value.

b kex(300 K) interpolated from the Eyring plots'

c The errors represent one standard deviation (ACTENG).

d. AHt and AS* determined from the Eyring plots.

¿ Determined from DATAFIT. The errors quoÈed represent, one standard deviation.

(¡l
o
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represented by soluËions (ix) and (xiii) ' In every case only one

coordinated trnp doublet was observed and a comparison of the integraÈed

areas of the coordinated and free tmp doublets indicated that, within

experimental error, six Èmp ligands occupy the first coordination

sphere of scandíum(rrt). coalescence of the coordinated and free tmp

doublets occurred as the temperature vras raised, and is exemplifíed by

rhe ISc(trnp) 6J 
3+/t*tr/CD3CN systen in Figure 4.1. Complete lineshape

analysis of the coalescence phenomenon yielded t", the lifetime of a

single ligand coordinated Èo scandium(III). A semilogarithmic plot of

r"T versrrs 1/T for the CD3CN and C2H2C14 solutions is shor¡n in Figure

4.2 a¡d the derived kinetíc parameters are given in Table 4.1.

From the data it is seen that ks5(300 K) ín cD3cN soluËions

varíes by a factor of two in a non-línear manner ovel a hundred-fold

variatíon in Itrnp] which indícate-s that the rate of the predominant

exchange process is virtually índependent of Itrnp]. This observation

is typical of a dissociative mechanism in which the rate determiníng

step is the breakíng of a metal-ligand bond to produce a reactive

inÈermecliaÈe, [S.(t*p) 5] 
3+. (As will be noted later, the dynamics of

tmp exchange on [Sc(tmp)613+ "pp.ar 
to be clictated by the nature of

the diluent and it is therefore likely that a p.ar:t of the observed

variatíon in k.*(300 K) for solutíons (i) (rri) reflects composition

changes in bulk solvent as both [mp] and [S"(ttp)03+] are varí-ed')

AlternaËively, the dissociative inte-rchange mechanism can give

rise to the observed exchange rate law,

exchange rate = 6kr[Sc(ttp)t+]

if the pre-equilibrium constant, K, i.s very large such that K[rmp] > I

(limít (b)) even for sol-ution (vi). An ínspection of the relative

tmp and cD¡cN concentrations in Table 4.1 suggests that a high degr:ee
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-H-,

60 Hz
t-{

325 K 5.3 ms

314 8.4

304 13.4

293 21.7

283 34.3

272 57.4

261 102
EXPT CALC

FIGURE 4.1 Experimental and compuÈed best fit lH n.m.r. lineshapes

for solution (i). The experimental temperatures and best fiÈ t"

values appear to the left and right of the Figure respectively. The

coordinated trnp sígnal is downfield.
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FIGURE 4.2 Semílogarithnic plots of 'r"T against 1/T for the

Isc(tmp) u]t+ ltmplcD3cN and Iscltr¡n¡ ø]3+/ tmp/C2H2CI4 systems. Data

for solutions (i) - (viii) are represented as (i) fl-, (ii) 7\- ,

(iii) -
(vii) -

T.T

1

1

(iv)v- and (viíi
----O----, (v) - a- -, (vi)
) /\-.
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of preferential occupancy of the second coordínation sphere of

scandium(III) by tmp would be necessary fot the liniting condition

above to hold over the entire experimental concentratíon range' There

is no experimental evídence that such preferential occuPancy occurs

in this system.

Tr,¡o solutions in IrL12r}-Eetrachloroethane \dere studíed ín

detail- (Table 4.1) and the derived AHt and ASt values aÏe seen to be

markedly different from those associated r¡iEh the CD3CN samples '

UnfortunaËely, the lineshape coalescence phenomenon for less

concentrated solutions was irreproducíble after they had been taken

above 320 K, thus precluding exchange studies over a large concentratíon

range. It is possible thaÈ some decomposiÈion of c2H2cL4 occurred'

leading to the generation of chloi:ide íons which subsequently

coordinated to scandium(III). The coalescerrce phenomenon for the two

solutions (vií) and (viií) was, however, reproducible after several

days at room temperaÈure. The raÈe constanÈs for these solutíons

appear to be independent of It*p1 but the twofolcl concentration range

is too sma1l to base a definíte mechanistic conclusion on.

InCD3NO2solutions,thedynamicsofthetmpexchangeprocess

¡nrere characterízed by a se-concl order rate law,

exchange rate = et2[tml1 [s.(ttp)t+]

over the 28.3-fo1d variation in [tnp] exaruined (rigure 4.3)' Deríved

kinetic parâmeËers (n¿,t¡,fff) for this second order Process are given in

Table 4.1. The rate law above is compatible with either an Io

mechanism in the limit where Kltmp] < 1 (lirnit (a))' or an associative

mechanism in which the rate determining step is the formation of a

Ëransition state or reactive intermediate of stoichiometry Isc(tmp)7]3+'
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It m P] mol dm-3

FIGURE 4.3 Plots of k"* data sets against [tmp] for the

I sc(trnp) ø]3+ /t^p/CD3No2 system. The solid lines represent linear

regression lines. k"* was interpolated at each temperature (300, 310,

320,330, 340t<) frorn the linear regression líne of ln(t"T) against 1/T

for each of the soluti-ons (ix) - (xiii).
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In vÍew of their similar molecular sizes and dielectric

constants (35.9 and 36.2 Íor their respective proton analogues at

298 K) ít is surprising that different tmp exchange rate l-aws should

be observed ín the diluents CD3CN and CDgNOZ. The leasÈ mechanistic

difference arises íf the TD mechanism in the lirnits (b) and (a)

operates in cD3cN and cD3NO2 respectively' whereas Èhe greatest

mechanistic dífference arises if D and A mechanisms oPerate ín these

diluents respectively. Hor^rever, it is clearly not possible to test

for an A mechanism in this type of ligand exchange system by observing

the effect of variation in the character of an incoming ligand upon

the subsÈitution rate.

Obviously the nature of the díluent has a profound effect upon

the kinetics of the tmp exchange process, but low temperature IH n'm't'

specrra of [Sr(rmp)61(CfO4)3 in míxtures of CD3CN and CH3CN, or CD3NO2

and CI{3NO2, exhibited no resonances attríbutable to either diluent

beíng present in the first coordinaËíon sphere of scandiurn(lll) ' Thís

observation ín conjunction wiÈh the observed constancy of the

coordination number of scandium(T-II) (Tab1e 4.1) with resPect to tmp

over extended concentration rarlges indicates that the enÈry of diluenÊ

ínto the fírst coorclínation sphere is probably not a significant

consíderation. NeverEheless, the diluent does have a marked effect

upon the chemical shift of [Sc(tmp)613+ relative to the resonance of

free tmp. In CD3CN, C2H2CL4 and CD3NO2 anð. with lH n.m.r., the

above-mentioned chemical shift (which was slighËly temperature

dependenr) ranged from 0.224 - 0.199 p.p.m. for sol-uËíons (í) - (vi)

(240 K); 0.22| _ 0.2L6 p.p.n. for soluËions (vií) - (viii) (240 K);

and 0.32g - 0.337 p.p.m. for solutions (ix) - (xiií) (260 K). In

CD3CN and C2D2C14 respectively the 3IP chemical shift of [S.(t*p)ol3+
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was 7.46 and 7.60 p.p.m. upfield from the free tmp sígnal (Figure 4'4)

at 235 K whereas in cD3No2 iÈ was 1.98 p.p.m. downfield at 260 K. The

CD3NO2 solutions f.xoze below 250 K but since the 3IP chemícal shifts

had only a small temPeïature variatíon the resonance- position of

lSc(rrnp) o] 
3* .*rrapolaÈed to 235 K would be close to 1.98 p.p.m.

downfíeld from that of free tmp. The [Sc(tmp)6] 3+ :lP rt"otttnce r47as a

broad octuplet (t = 7 /2 for 45S") th.t proton decoupled for which

.l(asSc - glp) r¡ras ca. 35 Hz. The different chernical- shift separations

observed are indicative of marked differences Ín diluent interaction

with coordinate-d and free tmp and ít is parËicularly interesting that

the chemícal shift separations in cD3No2, in which second order

kinetícs dominate, are dístinctly dissimilar Ëo those observed i-n the

other tr¿o diluents.

The maximum difference between the interactíons of CD3NO2 and

cD3cN with the spherical array of methyl groups presented by tlre first

coordínation sphere of scandium(Ill) arises íf the -NO2 and -CN groups

of these diluents are oriented towards the scandíun(Ill) eenLre' The

electrostriction of the first and second coordínation spheres may well

cause the stereochemical characteristics of the -N02 and -CN groups to

be crucial ín determiníng the orientation of the rnethyl groups at the

surface of the first coordination sphere and Lherefore the relat-ive

energies of ISc(rrnp) 6J 
3+ and the ISc(tmp) s] 

3+ and [Sc(tmp) z] 3+

intermediate or transition state speeies. Evídently, the effect of

diluent upon Èhe free energies of ground and transition states for the

[Sc(tmp) 6] 3+ and [Se(tnp),*] 2* 
"y"te*s23 '24 may be suf fícíent Ëo cause a

change from a D to an A mechanism. When the degree of steric crorvding

in the primary coordination sphere is high or lorv, the tendency for a

change in mechanism should not depend critícally on a change in the
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-Fþ

3OO Hz

f ree bound

FIGURE 4.4 ]H de.orrpled 31P (36.43 MIIz) FT n.m.r. spectrum of a

CD3CN solurion o¡ [Sc(tmp) o] 
3+ (0.110 mol dm-3) and tmp (0.693 rnol drn-3)

at 235K. The rmp singlet appears downfield from the broad ISc(tmp)O]3+

octuplet, which is also displayed at a hígher amplitude in the inset.
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diluent but nevertheless some disparity may be expected in actívatíon

parameÈers (cf. [Ug(clmf)6]2+). In intermedíate steric crowding cases'

whích Ise(tnp),r] 2* arrd Isc(tmp) o] 
3+ (""¿ [sc(drnmp) o]3* also; see

section 4.3) evidently are, a change in diluent may cause a change in

mechanísm. 0n the basis of the limited data available (uide infra) ít

appears that the cD3No2 <liluent favours Èhe A mechanism to a gÏeater

extent Ëhan does CD3CN.

FronraninspectionofthekineticdataínTables1.1,3.2and

4.L, ír is clear rhar [Sc(tmp)O]3+ i" not unexpectedly labile by

comparison r¿ith its magnesium(II), aluminium(III), gallium(III) and

indium(tlt) analogues. However, it is pertinent to note Èhe

mechanístic differences between Ehe síx-coordinate tmp systems' The

comp1ex lsc (trnp) 61 
3+ i= similar in size to lnf (tmp) 6J 

3+ and [c" (t*p) o ] 
3+

and it is therefore improbable, in CD3NO2, that tmp wíl1 preferentially

enter the second coordination sphere of the aluminium(III) and

gallium(tll) species. This indicates that the leasÈ difference in

mechanism bet-ween these three systems is between the D mechanísm for

lnf (tmp) o] 
3* and [Ca(tnp) 513+ an.1 the I¡ mechanism for lsc(tmp) o] 

e-l-'

The larger ionic raclius9I of scan¿iun(fII) will presumably cause

[Sc(tnp)S]3* .nd ISc(tmp)713+ to be respectívely less and more stable

(on sreríc grounds) than their aluminium(III) and gallium(rtl)

analogues. Consequently, [Sc(tmp)O]3+ will have a greater tende.cy to

undergo f.igand exchange through either an IO or an A mechanism'

Indíum(III), which is even larger than scandiun(rlt) in terms of

ionic radíus, is expected to strongly favour seven-coordination over

five-coordinatj.on and t.hís expectation is srrpporËed by the fact ttrat

tmp exchange on [fn(tmO)o]3* itt CD3NO2 is seen to occur by an A

mechanism (Table ]- I). At thís point ít is interestj'ng to speculate
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on rhe behavíour of ler (mp) o] 
3*, [c"(trnp) 6J 

3+ and [rn(tmp) 6ì 
3+ it

CD3CN díluent. The clegree of steric crowding in the first coordination

sphere of aluminiurn(III) ís probably higher than Èhat of scandium(flf) '

In conÈrast, lfn(trnp)O]3* i-u likely to be less sterically crowded than

[Sc(tmp)6]3+. Hence, one might expect (using the steric crowding

argument presented above) that a change in mechanism on going from

CD3NO2 ro CD3CN will be observed for [ea(tmp)O]3+ ¡nt not for

lerqtmp¡ 6ì 
3+ o. Irn(trnp) 6] 

3+.

4.3 Exchange of dirnethylrnethylP hosphonate on Isc(¿mmp) s] 3+

The air stable compound Isc(dmrnp)6J (cro4)3 rdas soluble in cD3cN

and cD3No2 but, like the tmp complex' vírtually insoluble in cD2cL2.

Under conclitions of slow exchange the III clecouplecl 3IP octuplet

resonance arising from coordinated dmmp (¡(a5Sc - S1p) È 35 ltz) was

observed downfield from the singlet resonance of free dmmp (Figure 4'5)

Ín both cD3cN and cD3No2 diluents. Partial overlap of the tr¡o 3IP

resonances prevented a reliable estímate (by Í.ntegration) of the number:

of drnmp ligands coorclinated to scandíurn(Ill). The ltt doublet resonance

from the O-Me group"o of coordinated dmmp was observed downfield from

the analogous doublet for free drnmp Ín solutions (i) - (xi) (fa¡fe' 4'Z)

under conditions of slow exchange. Comparisons of the integrated areas

of coordinated and free doublets (Figure 4.6) showed [sc(¿mmp)o]3f to

be the dominant scandiurn(Ill) species in solution. In both cD3cN anci

CD3NO2 diluents the slow exchange condition was observed at increasingly

* The doublets arising from the P-Me groups of coordinated and free
dmmp appeared upfield of tlie o-Ife doublets but superimposition of the
prolor, ímpuríty resonances of incompletely deuterated CD3CN on t-he

former doublets rendered quantitative study impossíble and

consequently the 1H study was confined to ttre O-Me doublets'
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-H-Ð

2OO Hz

FIGURE 4.5 A lH decoupled 3IP (36.43 MIIz) FT n.m.r. spectrum of a

solurion of ISc(drnmp) 6] (C104) s (0.0657 mol drn-3) and drnmp

(0.3607 mol dm-3) 1n CD3CN diluent at 250 K.
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TABLE 4.2 SoLution eornpositions foz, the lSc(drunp)ol3+ studies

Solution mol dm-3 mol dm-3 mol dm-3 mol drn-3 C'N'4

(i)

(ii)

(íií)

(ív)

(v)

(vi)

(vr-r-,

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

0. 134

0.0657

0.0308

0.0089

0.0060

0 .001 4

0. 165

0. 166

0.0783

0.0377

0.0261

0.887

0.361

0. 203

0.0487

0.039 6

0 .007 5

r.042

0.79r

0. 373

0.238

o.I24

13.4

16.7

L7 .6

18.2

18.2

18. s

6.1

6.0

6.0

5.9

6.0

5.9

5.9

5.9

5.8

6.0

5.8

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

o.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

t2.7

14.1

16 .3

L6.7

L7 .2

G, C.N. = number of coordinaÈed dmmp rnolecules; deterrnined
by lntegration. The errors rePresent Ehe maxímum

observed deviaËion from the mean value.

TABLE 4.3 Kinetic panameters for Lígand. eæchange on lSc(drwtp)613+

Díluent
k1(300 K)

s-t
k2(3oo K)

dm3 mol-l s-i
AH+

kJ noL-I

AS+

J K-I mol-l

CD 3NO2

CD3CN

CD 3CN

3.2 ! 0.06

13.3 t 0.3

14.8 ! 0.4

29 .5 ! 0.6

42.8 t O.4

26 .0 ! 0.9

-L25 ! 2

-92.4 ! 1 .4

-136 t 3

All parameÈers determined from DATAFIT analysls '
The quoÈed errors represent one standard deviation'
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+l-, 30 Hz

350K 17ms

340 25

40

320 63

310 98

305 130

180

E XPT CALC

FIGURE 4.6 gO tú12 tH specrra from a soluÈion of Isc(dmmp)ul(c1o4)3

(0.0308 rnol dm-3) and dmmp (0.203 mol dm-3) in CD3CN diluent.

Experimental temperatures appear to Èhe left of the Figure and the

best fit t" values appear to the right. The doubleË arising from

coordinated dmmp apPears downfíeld.

330

300
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greater temperatures as the free dmmp concentraËion was decreased'

In CD3CN, slow exchange conditíons applied at and below 280 K and 300 K

respectívely for solutions (i) and (vi) which represent the extremes of

the concentration range, and Èhe analogous ternperatures wete 275 K and

300 K respecrively for the cD3No2 solutions (vii) and (xi). Above

these temperatules, a coalescence of the doublet sj-gnals l¡7as observed

consistent ¡¿ith the occurrence of ligand exchange on [Sc(dmmp) O] 
3+

(Figure 4.6).

A rapid assessment of the kinetic results' obtained frorn l}l

n"m.r. lineshape analysis, may be made from Figute 4'7 ' This Figure

shows plots o.f exchange rate constanËs, kex, (ínterpolated from plots

of ln(t.T) versus 1/T, which were reasonably linear over the

experÍnental temperature range) versus Idmmp]. It is apparent from

Tigure 4.7 t¡.at in CD3CN kex = k1 * k2ldrnmp] whereas in CD3NO2,

kex = kZldmmp] (the apparent small posíÈive intercept at lauunp] = 0

observed in cD3NO2 does not differ signifícantly from zeto). The

kinetic parameters characterizíng the ISc(¿rmrp)O]3* "y"tem 
in both

díluenrs were obtained using DATAFIT and are presented ín Table 4'3'

The k1 rerm observed for [Sc(¿mmp)O]3* itt CD3CN can be attrÍbuted to

a dissociative ligand exchange process. llowever, in contrast to

[Sc(tmp) O] 
3+/r*p/CD3CN, a second ligand exchange pathway, charactetízed

by kZ, becomes competitive. The slíghtly srnaller size and anticipated

greater elecÈron clonating poT¡/er (one less electron withdrawíng oxygen

atom) of dmmp relative to tmp rníght be expected to cause the formation

of a dissociative transition state and a transition state- involving

the incoming ligand with [Sc(amnp¡ S] 
3+ to be respectively less and

more favoured than the analogous trânsition states arising from

[Sc(rmp)6]3+. The k2 terms in CD3CN and CD3NO2 may, in principle'
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k"t
(s-l)

160

120

80

40

o
o o.4 0.9

[Om m p] mol dm-3

1.2

FIGURE 4.7 Plots of inÈerpolated k.* values for lígand exchange on

lsc(drnrnp)613+ against [d*p]. The upper data set (O) was obtained in

CD3CN diluent while the lower data set (O) refers to soluÈíons ín

CD3N02. The temperatures range in 10 K intervals from 340 K (upper

line j-n each set) to 300 K (lower line). The lines represent linear

regressíon 1ines.

Note: The upper data set has been translated up the k"* axís by 80 s-1.
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arise from an IO or A mechanism as described in the preceding Section'

LimiÈing condition (a) would need to hold in both diluents for the I¡

mechanism to be operative in both dj-luents. This seêms híghly unlikely

to be the case, especially in CD3CN soluÈions, because k2 (= kintK under

condition (a)) is abouË fíve tÍmes larger than k1 ín the same diluent

at 300 K. The major contribution to the energetics in both the D and

I¡ mechanism is, after all, the breakíng of a rnetal-ligand bond and so

k2 should be 5k1 if an ID mechanism is operaËíve in cD3cN. Furthermore'

frorn Figure 4.7 there is no indication of k.* reachíng a limiting value

at hígh ldmtnp]. The existence of a two teÏm rate law for dmmp exchange

indicates that the k1 and k2 transition states possess simílar fre-e

energies and, like the tmp system' a significant-- compone-nt of these

free energies arises from interactions in the second coordínation

sphere.

4.4 The scandium (rrr) /hexame thvlphc¡sphoramide system

Ilexamethylphosphoramicle is a partícularly powerful base by a

number of standards (e.g. Gutmann donor number = 3B'B) and this

feature coupled r¿ith íts molecular bul.k makes it an unusual ligand'

Since Ig75, when the syntheses for lsc(ttmpa)4J (Cfou) 3 and

[Sc(hmpa)61 (CfO4)3 vrere expounded by Scholer and MerbachI06, there

have been no ïeports of the solution behaviour of these hmpa complexes '

Att.enpts to prepare either of these complexes accordíng to the

literature procedures did not yield the expected complex stoichiometries'

Instead, apparently non-stoichiometric hmpa complexes rvere obtaíned'

rnf ra-recl specrra ot .Isc(hmpa) 4.32] (cro4) 3 and Isc(trmpa) 4 .s7l (clo¿+) s

(Appendíx 1) showed signals assignable to Èhe characteristic absorption

frequencies of both ionic and unidentate coordi'ated perchloratel06 antl
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no signals due to r^rater. Each complex was soluble in cD2cL2 and cD3cN

thus facilitating the observatíon, by ltt and 31P .t.t.r., of low

temperature solution properties.

9O tfrtz rH ,r.m.r. specrra of [sc(trmpa)4.92] (Clo+)3 in CD2CI2 and

cD3cN at temperatures below 27O K exhibited aL least three overlapping

doublers. corresponding 36.43 MIz 3lP (wíth lII broad-band decoupling)

n.m.r. spectra were more informative' Figure 4'B shows two 3lp

resonances attributable to coordinated hmpa and one resorlance due to

free hmpa. In order to be consistent with the observed solíd state

stoichiometry the major coordínated hnpa signal is assigned to

lsc(trrnpa)+] 3+, trra the mi'or signal *-o lsc(trmpa) 5] 
3+' solutions of

lSc(trrnpa) 4.32f(C1O¡+)3 in CD2CL2 anð, CD3CN showecl lH and 3]P 
'''m'r'

signals consisËent wiÈh the assignments above. It should be- noted that

coupling betwe.en 3lP and'*55" i" not evident for eíËher coordinat'ed

hmpa resonance and that the resonance for lSc(nmpa) S] 
3* 

"PPtar:s 
Èo be

a singlet (the five-coordinate complex should have magnetically

inequívalent sit.es, naruely for axial and equatorial environments) '

The equilibrium between [Sc(nmpa)aJ 3+ 
"ttd [Sc(trmpa) 5J 

3+ t""

such ÈhaÈ the former species became even more favoured at higher

temperatures. At room temperaturer slow irrtermolecular exchange

between free and coordinated sites was evidenced. I'lhen extra free

hmpa was added, IH ,r.*.t. spectra sugge-sted that the equilibrium \üas

displaced in favour of lSc(frmpa) s] 
3+ lrnt no ne\^l signals (e.g. for

lSc(frmpa)6]31 seemed Èo appear. Lineshape analysis for this system

was complicated due to the presence of more than One scandium(fll)

species and the temperature depende-nce of the relative populatíons '

Ilence, no attempt v/as macle to obtain kinetic parameters^ (However, the

hrnpa exchange processes occurring at the scandium(III) centTe are slow
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-+Þ

5O Hz

free

FIGURE 4.g tH d."o,rpl-ed 3Ip ¡'t n.m.r. spectrum of a solution of

lSc(trnpa)+.sz](ClOa) s (4+ mg/rnl) in CD2CL2 at 206 K. Singlet (a) is

assigned to [sc(hmp")s]3+ and singlet (b) is asslgned to [sc(nmpa)u]3+.

b

a
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in relation to their tmp and dnanp counterparts.) A similar solution

behaviour has recently been observed for gallium(fff), inclium(III)107

and thoríum(IV)108 "nalogues. In contrast, aluminiun(III)27 and

beryllium(ff)23 have only one complex species in solution, presumably

due to Èhe greater steric requirements for these two smaller ions.

4,5 Dírnethylsulphoxide and 4 .4 '-ditoly lsulphoxÍde complexes of

scandiurn(III)

The cornplex lSc(dmso)O](ClOa)3 has been mentioned ín several

papers in the.l-iteraturel09'110 6n¡, like the new air stable complex

[Sc.(tso)61(CfO4)3, nothing has bee' reported of iLs solutíon chemíst]:y.

IH 
'.r.r.r. 

spectra of solutions of [Sc(¿mso)u1{CfO4)3 and dmso (covering

a rvide [¿In"o] range) in cD3NO2 ( [Sc(¿niso) 51 (cro,,) 3 \nras insoluble ín

cD2c:l 2 and cD3cN) exhibited a single peak over Ëhe entire liquid

temperat-ure range of the diluent. The sínglets for coordínated and

free dmso, under slow exchange conditions, should be well separated

(>10 Hz) on the basís of shift measurements of complex and ligand ín

isolation. This expectation requires the dmso exchange rate constant

to be greater than 40 s-l at the lowest temperatrrre examined (245 K) '

SÍmilar observations lilere made with the tso complex ín

tso/CDZCl2 mixtures. Even at 180 K the 90 MIz ]H and 22.625 }trtz 13C

n.m.r. spectra of these solutions v/ere consistent with the rate of tso

exchange being outside the n.m.r. time scale. As Ëhe slow exchange

limit was not reached it was not possible to assign a value of n in

the species [Sc(amso)nl 3+ arr,l ISc.(tso)rr]'n. However, a high (i.e. >6)

ground state or transítion s;tate coordinatíon number with the bulky tso

ligand is not expected.
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4.6 Excha e of 1,1,3,3-tetramethylurea on Isc(tmu) e] 3+

Tetramethylurea undergoes rapid ínternal- rotatj-on at room

temperaÈure. The barrier to rotation about the C(cenÈral) - N bonds

has been estimated Èo be 25.5 kJ mol-I IIl with an âPProximate n'm'r'

(f00 MIz) signal coalescence temperature of 123 K. Ureas, in general,

have a lornrer barrier to rotation than amides. This phenomenon has

been explainedl12rII3 i¡ t"r*s of competítive conjugatíon; steric

effects which prevent coplanarity of the carbonyl group \^7ith both

nitrogen atoms and their subsËituents; and conjugation effects in Ëhe

transition state. The energetics of internal rotation, tlowever' are

not as yet well understood. In a crystal structure determination of

dichlorobis (tetrarnetllytthiourea) copPer(f f ) 114 th. coordinated tm¡u

molecules were found to be distorÈed from planarity (11 - 32o abr¡ut

c(central) - N bond) due to methyl-methyl repulsions. Based on this

ínforrnation steric interactions between methyl groups in the firsË

coordination sphere could be important rnrhen tmu is coordínated to a

meLal ion and Èhese j-nter:actíons may result in a retardation of the

rate of internal rotatíon. Indeed, an increase in rotational barrier

height has been observed uPon coordination to UO22+ 
115 t"d the increase

was ascribed, in part, to steric restrictions. However, the effect

of the metal on the electron dístribution in tmu must also be

consíde-redr 15.

[sc(tmu) 61 (cro4) 3 r^Ias easíly isolated as an air stable

crystalline salt. It was moderately soluble in cD3cN and cD3N02 and

virrually insol-ub1e ín CD2CL2. Solutions of [Sc(tmu)6ì(CfO4)3 and

tmu ín CD3CN or CD3NO2 exhíbited a lH r.sonance arisíng from

coordinated ligand downfield from that of the free ligand uncler

conditions of slow exchange. comparisons of the integrated areas of
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the two resonances for the nine solutions whose comPositions are given

in Table 4.4 showed rhat ISc(tmu)e]3* *"" the predominant scandium(Ill)

species. Singlet resonances v/ere observed for both coordinated and

free tmu (the separation varied somewhat with temperaÈure; ¡6¡ s)<ample¡

1.7.t Hz (250 K) - 17.9 Hz (290 K) ín solution (íi) and 5.9 Hz (250 K)

7 .9 Hz (310 K) in solution (víi) ) in the region of the freezing point

of the soluÈions. This observation is consistent \^/íth rotation abouE

the C-N bonds in tnu being in the fast exchange limit of the n'm'r'

Ëime scale at these Ëemperatures (225 K for CD3CN, 245 K for CD3N02) '

From the kinetic data in Table 4.4, tate constants at 350 K

for tmu exchange or, [Sc(tmu)6J3+ irr CD3NO2 (solutions (i) - (vi))

show only a small varÍatíon rvith ltotu] ' In fact, k.* exhibits a

1.8-fold increase over the 63-fo1cl decrease in ltrnu]. Hence, the

raÈe of the domínant lígancl exchange plocess is virtually independent

of free liganci concentration and thís is characteristic of a

dissociative exchange mechanísm. The rate determinj'ng step would be

the f ormation of the reactíve intermedíate lsc(trnu) 5] 
3+. The 1.8-fo1c1

varíation with k"* with Ittou] may, as previously ueDtioned, reflect

to some extent. minor changes in the ínunediate environment of

[S"(t*rr)O]3* "" 
the concentration of the exchangíng specíes is altered'

If the posrulated intermediate, IS.(trnu)513+ i" insufficiently stable

for a shorÈ, but índependent, existence the observed exchange- kinetics

could be alternatively explained by the I¡ mechanism. Ilowever, to

reproduce Èhe observed kinetics practically all of the [Sc(tmu)O]3+

units would need to exist in encounter complex form in solutions (í)

(ví) ímplyiDg a high degree of preferentíal occupation of the second

coorclination spher:e by tmu. On balance, therefore, it seems probable

that a D mechanisrn ís oPerating.



TA3LE 4.4 SoLution eornposítions and. kinetie paz'ønetez's for trn't eæehørye on lSc(ürù 613+

b,d

Solution
Isc(tnu¡f+]

' . -?mol dm "

0.t24

0.o724

0.0534

0 .0123

0.00249

0.00145

0 .0385

0 .0138

0 .oo7 42

I tmu]

mo1 dm-3

0.682

0 .535

0.294

0 .0907

0 .0184

0.0108

o.266

o.0732

0.0513

Iclruo2J
- - -2mol- clm "

L4.9

L5.7

15.8

t7.6

17 .6

L7 .7

lcn3cuJ

mol dm-3

17.3

17 .4

L7.4

kex(350 K)

-1s^c.N.4
LH*erd AS+

kJ mol-I J K-I mol-l

(i)

(ii¡

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vr-r-,,

(viii)

(ix)

5.9

6.0

5.9

6.0

6.r

5.8

5.9

5.8

s.8

0.1

a.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

o.2

0.2

34.2

33.5

3s.6

45.s

57 .4

55.9

53 .1

63. I

64.r

1.5

1.6

1.5

2.8

3.1

5.7

I.2

3.6

3.0

99.r

101

92.7

105

94.O

9L.2

80.5

70.7

68 .6

1.0

1

1.0

2

r.4

2.3

0.7

r.6

1.3

66.2

70.7

48.4

84.7

56. I

47 .8

t6.7

-9 .8

-L5.7

2.8

3.1

2.8

4.7

4.1

6.7

2.2

4.8

3.8

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

t

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

t

!

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

I

+

+

+

+

+

+

ø C.N. = coordination nu¡nber of scandiuur(Ill) with respect to Èmu. The errors represent the maximum

observed deviation from Èhe mean value'

b kex(350 K) interPolated from the Eyring plots '

c AH+ and ASf values determined from the Eyring ploËs '

d The errors rePresent one standard deviation' !
N)
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Studies of the tmu exchange process in CD3CN diluent T¡7ere ccnfined

to a relatively small concenËration range (solutions (vii) - (íx)) as

a consequence of rhe limited solubility of [Sc(tmu)6)(CfO4)3 in CD3CN

and the appeaïance of sma1l extraneorr" IH resonances in the region of

ínterest at low concentration and teflPerature. The extraneous

resonances could be due, perhaps, to scandiurn(Itl) species of dífferent

coordinatÍon number or coordination of aceÈonitríle to scandium(Ill) '

In solut.íon (ix) the extraneous signal area vlas less than t\'/o percenÈ

of the main signal of lSc(trnu)6] 3+. None the 1ess, the do¡ninant path

for ligand exchange appears to be independent of [tt,t] and this

behavíour is consist-ent wi.th a D mechanism. The systematic variation

ofk"*ínsolutions(vii)-(íx)ispresumablyrelatedtotlre

environmental changes mentioned above''

A comparison of AHt and ASf values for solutions (i) (ix)

suggests that a major environ¡nenÈal modification has occurred on going

fron CD3N02 as diluent to CD3CN whilst still maintaining a dí-ssociatíve

mechanism over the concentration ranges in TabLe 4.4 (cf . [Ug(¿ut)O]2-+

system) . Molecular models suggest that in comparison to [ScSO] 3t rEhere

S = tmp or dmmp, [S"(tmu)e]3+ i" more sterically crowded' As d:Lscussed

ín Section 4.2, a sígnifícanÈ destabj-lizaEíon of [sc(tmu)z]3+ uy steric

Ínteractions could be responsíble for: the clominance of the' clj-ssociative

type mechanism despite the major environmental modífications above'

4.7 The 1 ,3-dimethyltrrea comp lex of scandium(IIl)

An.m.r.studyofdmuinaqueoussolutionhasbeenreported.

Under the experimental conditions of the iuvestigationll6 there was no

evidence for the occurrence of slow internal rotaÈion for the urea

molecule. Dmu was only moderatel.y soluble in CD3CN (.20 rng/rnl at



260 K) and lII n.m.r. spectra of dmu ín CD3CN

of pyridítt"l17¡ in the temPerature range 230

with rapid internal rotatj-on. Nevertheless '

are possible by virtue of rotation about the

C(central) - N bonds.

c
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The dmu complex of scandium(rlr) which was obtained through the

usual prepararíve procedure analysed as ISc(¿nu) Ul (CfO4) 3'EIOH. Inlhen

thís compound was recrystalLizeð. from CIl3CN/drnu/CU2C12 Èhe- product

obÈained was lsc(¿mu)61 (cror,) 3.cH2cL2. The solution kinetic

properties of the Èwo complexes hTere found to be idenÈical, strongly

suggesting that neither EtoH nor cH2cI2 is dírectly coordinated to

scandium(Ill) in solutíon. Furthermore, EIOH or cH2cL2 was easily

removed from Èhe crystal laEtice by subjecting the appropriate solid

to a rarefied atmosphere for several hours. This behaviour suggests

EIOH and CH2CL2 are noË within bondíng distance of scandium(III) in

the solid state. The two complexes \¡/ere only mildly hygroscopic and

r^rere more solul¡le in CD3CN than was dmu'

lH ,,.rn.t. "po"ar" 
ot [sc(dmu) 61 (cfo4) 3'CH2CL2 (or BtOIi) in

CD3CN at temperatures below about 250 K indicated thaË slow internal
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rotationforcoordinaEeddmuwasoccurring.TheN_methylregion

appeared to consist of two overlapping doubleÈs (separation ca' 3 Hz)

whilst the N-H region was composed of Èwo major quartets of

approximately equal area and a minor quarÈet resonance betv/een them'

DecouplingoftheN-CI13prot'onsfromtheN-Hprotonsreducedthe

quarËetstosíngletsandmoreclearlyexposedt'heminorresonance.

(The relative areas !Íere identical with or without homonuclear

decoupling.) The coalescence of the N-cH3 decoupled N-H resonances

with íncrease in temperature is depicted in Figure 4.9. Since there

appears to be only three pealcs, the two major ones being of equaL area,

the ímplications are that the two major peaks arise from rotamer I and

that the minor one ís due to Ir or IIr. The assignme.nÈ of the mínor:

peak to eíther II or III from its obselved chemical shíft i-s, however'

equívocal. Intuítively, II should gener:ate more steric crowdiilg near

the metal ceritre than III when coorclinated' Nevertheless'

crystallographic studiesltS of the coordínation of N-methylurea and

dmu to cobalt(II) and manganese(II) respectively have shown tha-t the

ïnethyl groups are oriented tor¿ards the ntetal centre'

It is ínterestíng to note that the N-H sígnals of coordinated dmu

\¡rere narror^rer t-hafi Ëhe N-ÌI sígnal of free dmu aË any particular

temperature.Thepresenceofthemetalseemstohaveaprofound

effect upon the nuclear ::elaxation tímes of the quadrupolar 14N

nuclei. (N-H protons coupled to l4N nuclei ín coordinated amídes can

also displaY this behaviour.)

In thís rotatíonal exctrange system there are evidently three

N-H magnetic environments givíng rise to the coalescence phenornenon Í-n

Figure 4.9. The tr^ro sites in isomer I can only exchange through the

third site in ísomer II or III. Because of a number of difficrrlties'
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{- cH ct2 2

311 K

25OHz

301
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263

-+t+

251

238K

FIGURE 4.9 N-H (N-CH3 decoupled) lH tt.*.r. lÍneshapes for a

solurton of Isc(dmu)6](c1o4)3 Ül2cL2 (110 me/nl) 1n cD3cN. The

experimenÈal temperatures appear to the right of the FÍgure.
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for example, the unfavourable tenperature dependence of the N-I]

línewídths (j-ncreasing with increase in temperature), chemical shifts

and populations, quantítaÈive rate data \^7ere not obtained.

kex (290 K) tu 120 s-l from an approxímate three site lineshape analysis

usíng estimated N-H linewidths at 290 K. Internal rotatíon for

coordinated dmu is evidently much slower than for uncoordi'nated dmu

ín CD3CN. In view of the comments and observatíons made with the Èmu

system ít is clear that, although it may be importanÈ, sÈeric

interaction between coordinaÈed urea moleculesll5 iu probably not the

major determinant of the energy barrl-er to internal rotaËion for

coordinated tmu and dmu. Otherwise, internal rotation for coordinated

tmu in CD3CN should be detectable also. It is conceivable that

differences in the extent of specífic jnteractions (dipole-dípo1-e and

hydrogen bondingll9-121) between CD3CN and coordinated dmu contpared to

the extent of those between CD3CN and free dmu are ímportant in

deterrnining Èhe relative free energies of ground and transítíon states

for coordinated and free dmu, The making or breaking of hydrogen bonds

will accompany the rotational process and a signifícant entroPy of

acÈívation may be observed as we1ll19. In the case of tmu, where the

extent of hydrogen bondíng is negligible, specific ínteractions with

diluent probably only affect the energetics marginally. Electronic

effects due- to the metal are probably significant for coordinated tmu

and dmu but iE is difficult to assess their energetic contribution for

each ligand.

Figure 4.10 shov¡s N-CH3 decoupled lH tt.t... spectïa of the N-H

region of a sample r,¡hich consísted of [Sc(¿nu) O] (CfO+) ¡'l1t0H

(0.025 mol dm-3) and dmu (0.261 mol drn-3) in CD3C¡I. There r\7as some

precípitation of clmu at the lorore-r temperatures. Thre-e resonances
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322K

301
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.'{-l+
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FIGURE 4.10 N-H (N-CH 3 decoupled) IH n.t.r. lineshapes for a

solurion of [Sc(dmu)6J(ClO+)a . EtOH (23 mg/ml) and dmu (23 urg/ml)

ín CD3CN. The experimental temperatures appear to the righf of the

Fi-gure.
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ascribed ro coordinated duru ([Sc(¿mu)e] 3+ i" the most like1-y

scandíum(IIt) species) apPear dov¡nfield from the sínglet resonance of

free dmu at 234 K. The ninor coordínaÈed dmu peak is now, however,

further downfierd and comparatively larger than before (cf. Figure 4'9)'

A shifÈ of thís magnitude caused simply by the addítíon of free dmu is

unlikely and therefore Ëhe peak is probably due to Ëhe other isomer not

observable in Fígurè +.g. If rapid rotation occurs in the free ligand

during the intermolecular ligand exchange process and the coordinatíng

abilities of I, II and III are similar, then the observe'd relative

proportions of dmu rotamers in the coordinated e-nvironment at 234 K

are a measure,of the relative populations of I, II and III outside the

first coordination sphere. As may be discerned from Fígure 4'10'

there exisËs a complicated intermolecular and rotatíona1 exchange

coalescence pattern arrd so kinetic data we-re unobtainable' Both

exchange pïocesses are within the lH tt.t.t. time scale at 90 MIlz'

rntermolecular exchange of dmu on scandium(rrT.), under the experimental

conditions, also appears to be more facile than exchange of tnu'

4.8 N.N-<limeth vlformami de .N -N-diethvlformamide and

N.N-dí-n-but vlformarnide comolexes o f scanclium(Ill)

Of rhe rhree complexes, IS"(dmf) 6J (CfO4) 3 I I 0, IS.(def) 6ì (C10+) a

and Isc(¿tf)u1(cfo4)e, the first hTas very hygroscopic' the second was

moderately hygroscopic ancl the last was only rnildly moísture sensitive'

All were soluble Ln cD2cL2 and cD3cN. somer¡hat surprisíng1y, as for

the sulphoxide complexes in Section 4'5, ligand exchange on

scandium(III) rvas ín the fast exchange limit over the liquid

temperaËurerangeofCD2CL2arrdCD3CN.TheN_rnethylformamide

complexl22 aLso displays this behaviour in CH3CN/nmf'
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4.9 Exchang e of N-methylacetamide on Is"(n a) o] 
3+

For free nma in CD3CN at 300 K the trans z cis isomer proportion

vras approxímately 97 : 3. On the other hand, lH tt.*... (90 l'ttz¡

spectra of a cD3cN solution of the air-stable complex [sc(nma) o] (cro,*) a

(Figure 4.11) showed that the amount of coordinated ei.s isoner varied

f.rom ry77" at 250 K to tu9.57. at 350 K.

III spectra of [sc(nma)6J (cro4)3/nma in cD3CN (raute 4's)

displayed coordinated lígand resonances downfield from the resonances

of free ligand under slow exchange conditions (T s 240 K). rntegraÈion

of these resonances indicated that [sc(nma)613+ t"u Èhe outstanding

seandíum(Ill) species present. (Rotation about the c-N bond ín

coordínated and free nma was in the slow exchange 1imít in the

temperaËure range of this study.) Lt 225 K the chemical shift

separation between coordinated and free tZ'Crts nma N-methyl resonances

varied from 6.8 Hz for solution (i) to 6. 2 Hz for solution (v) ' For

the analogous acetyl shift separatíon (18,1 Hz) there was little

variaÈion with conce.ntration. The temperature dependence of this

separation vTas only slight (ca. 0 .I Hz increase per 5 K). Because

both coordínated and free nma exist primarily ín t]ne tv'ans

configuration, Ëhe probabitity of direct exchange between cis isomers

in the tr^¡o environmenÈs will be relatively 1-ow compared to the- other

ligand exchange probabilitíes. coalescence of t]ne cis ligand

resonances occuïs as a consequence of both direct and indirect

exchange but since this coalescence pattern hlas superimposed upon

that for E:ne tt:ans ligancl (which r^ras much greater in amplitude) ít

rÀ7as not practicable to obtain accul:at.e kinetic palameters for t]ne cis

f-igand exchange Process. Instead, the' superímposecl cis coalescence

lineslrape was simply subt.racted from tl:te trans coalescence lineshape
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50 Hz -H')

ab

FTGURE 4.11 A IH ,r.m.r. (90 MIIz) spectrum of [Sc(nma)6J 3+ itt CD3CN

solutÍon aÈ 302 K. The N-CH3 resonances of cis and trans nma are

labelled (a) and (b), the aceÈyl resonances (c) and (d) and the

proton inpurity resonance (e) respectívely. Eot tyarß and cis nma

.l(Uclr¡ -lE) = 4.9 and 5.3 Hz, and J(NCll3 -CHs) = 0.7 and <0.4 Hz

respectively.

c ed
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TABLE 4.5 SoLutíon cornpositíons and. kinetie panøneters foz'nma

eæchange on tsc(rund 6)3+

Solutlon
lsc(n*a¡ l+l
mol dm-3

[nmal [cl3cu1

mol dm-3 mol dm-3
C.N.4

(i)

(ií)

(Íií)

(iv)

(v)

0.0634

0.0882

0.0403

0.0134

0.0039

0.403

0. 391

o.207

0.0883

0.0260

L7 .6

L7.3

17 .9

18. 1

1B .3

5.8 t 0.2

5.9 ! O.2

5.9 ! O.2

5.9 ! 0.2

5.8 t 0.2

kr (300 K)

s-t
kz(300 K)b

dm3 mol-l s-I
AHtb

kJ mol-t

AS+ 
b

J K-l mo1-l

b

87!6 27 .3 ! 0.9

26.1 ! L.2

-lI7 ! 4

-108 t 5419 r 38

a

b

C.N. = coordínation number of scandiurn(Ifl) as determined by
integraÈion. The errors represent the maximum
observed deviation from the mean value.

Ki-netic païamerers evaluaÈed from DATAFIT analysis. The
errors quoted represent one sËandard deviation.
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(LINSHP interactive program). Kinetic parameters for the exchange of

ty,ans ligands were derived from complete lineshape analysis (ignoring

ninor couplings) of the coalescence of eiÈher the N-methyl resonances

(solutíons (ii) - (v)) or acetyl resonances (solution (i)) arísing

from coordinated and free tztans wrta. FÍ-gure 4.12 shows semilogarithmic

plots of t"T versus 1/T whilst Figure 4.13 reveals that the observed

rate constants (which refer predominantly to the direct exchange of

trans nma) characterize a t\,ro term rate law'

i.e. exchange rate = 6(kl + k2lnrnal) lsc(nrna)3+]

Actívatíon enthalpies and entropies for this system were Èhen computed

by DATAFIT utilizing Equation 2.I7. The k1 terrn for nma exchange is

assigned to a D mechanism whilst either an I¡ or, more probably' an

A mechanism is responsible for the k2 term'

In CD3NO2 diluent the coordinated and free nma resonances \'üeIe

found to be just coalesced .aL 250 r (the lower temperature lj-mit) and

the fast exchange lirnit applíed aÈ higher temperatures. Henc-e, it was

not practicable to acquire accurate kinetic parameters.

4.10 Bxchan of N,N-dimethylacetamide on Is"(¿*r)o]3+

The mildly hygroscopic perchlorate salt ISc(ama)6] (C104) 3 t23

was soluble in cD3cN and cD3No2 but insoluble ín cD2cL2. As per

normal, solutions of [5g(dma)oì(CfOu¡3 and dma in CD3CN or CD3NO2

extribited lH t."orr"nces arísing from coordinaÈed ligands downfiel-d

from those of the free J-igancls under conditions of slow exchange'

[Sc(¿rna)O]3* r"" found to be the vastly predorninant scandium(tfl)

species in all of the solutions studied (Table 4.6). In CD3NO2

solutions ((i) - (v)) quantitaÈive determinations of the species in
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FIGIIRE 4.12 Semilogarithmic plots of t
"T 

againsl l/T for nma exchange

on [Sc(nma)o]3+ itt CD3CN solution. Data for solutlons (1) to (v) are

represented as (i)1, (ii)V, (iii)8, (ív)O and (v)O. The solid

lines are linear regression lines.
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o.1 0.4

FIGURE 4.13 Plots of interpolated k"* values for ligand exchange on

[Sc(nma)6J3+.gaínst [nma]. k"* decreases in the sequence 300, 280,

260, 240 and 230 K for a gíven [r¡¡ra] value and the solid lines

represent linear regression lines.

o
o o.2 0.3

[nma] mol dm-3



TABLE 4.6 SoLution eonrpositions and. kinetic parameters for dma eæeVnnge on lSe(dnd 5J3+

I sc (¿ma) 3+]
Sol-uËion

IdnaJ

mol dm-3

0.357

0.256

0. 109

0 .0635

0.0390

o.790

0.255

0.163

0.0981

Ict3uo2J
- - -amol- dm "

17 .0

17 .1

L7 .5

17 .5

1B .0

LH+a

kJ mo1-I

30 .8 t 2.0

26.0 ! 0.6

32.2 ! 3 .5

27.2 ! 1.2

I co3 cNJ

mol dm-3- - -2mol dm "

0.0395

0.041 5

0.019 B

0.0103

0 .007 I
0.t567

0.0505

0.0324

0. 019 5

c.N.a

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vr-r-/

(vrr-r-,

(ix)

6.0

6.1

5.9

5.9

6.0

6.0

5.9

5.8

5.9

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

kr (300 K)a kz(300 K)*
- a --l -ldm'mol ^ s '

AS+ 
4

J K-I rnol-I

15 .0

16.2

17.9

18.0

-II9 ! 2

-IT6 ! L2

-rlz ! 4

Diluent

CD3NO2

CD 3NO2

CD3CN

CD 3CN

-l5

4.1 r 0.4

11413
13.3 t 1.6

L67 !9

1t6-13

@
o\

a Specifi-caÈions as per Table 4.5.
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solution hrere based upon the acetyl lH resonances of coordinated and

free dma (separated typically by 3O Hz, a shift which exhibited a

neglígible temperature dependence). In CD3CN solutions ((vi) (ix))

the residual proton impurity signals arising from the diluenË were in

the viciníty of Èhe acetyl resonances thus precluding deferminatíons

based upon the latt.er resonances for all but the most concentrated

sol-ution (vi) . Measurements rnrere therefore based upon the N-rnethyl

ïesonances for solutions (vii) - (ix); these resonances being devoid

of effects due- to rotation about the C-N bond below 340 K. It is seen

in Fígure 4.14 that the high- and low-field components of the N-rnethyl

doublets of coordinated ancl free dma respectively are almost coincident'

This pattern \^Ias observed consisLently for solutions (vií)- (ix)'

complete lineshape analysis of the coalescence of eíther

N-nethyl or acetyl dma resonances yielded the mean site lifetimes of a

single coordínated 1-ígand. Typical experimental spectra and best fit

calculated lineshapes for solution (viii) are depicted in Figure 4.14

along with corresponding 'r. values. It was found that ín both diluents

kex = k1 * k2[drna]. P1oÈs of k.* versus [¿ura] for CD3NO2 solutions

are shown iD. Figure 4.I5. Kinetic parameters I^tere obtained using

DATAFIT as usual and are presented in Table 4"6. Tt ís v¡orthwhile to

reiterate nor¿ that the mathematical model of the raEe daLa Ís simple

and does not expli-ciÈly take into account small environ¡rental kinetic

effects (such as those arising from liquid structural changes upon

alteratíon of the concentratíon of the exchanging specíes) which rnay

manifest thernselves as apparent sysËematic perturbations of kinetic

paranìeters. k1 values are lÌot likely to be significantly affected

since they are essentíally deríved by extrapolaEion to infiniÈe

dilution. The derived k2- values may íncor:Porate smal1 environmental
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EXPT CALC

FrcuRx 4.14 IH (gO MIIz) n.m.r. N-cH 3 spectra characterlzl'ng llgand

exchange on [sc(dna)o]3* tn a sol-utlon in whictr [sc(¿ma)s3+], [dma]

and ICD3CNJ r{rere respectlvely O.0324, 0.163 and 17.9 mo]- dm-3. The

erçerimental spectra and the corresponding temPeraÈures appear to the

left of the Elgure and the best fit calculated lineshapes and the

correspondlng t" values appear to the rfght of the Ffgure. The

N-rnethyl doublet of coordlnated drna 1s at low-fleld.
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FIGI]RE 4.15 Plots of interpolated k.*values for 1ígand exchange on [Sc(dm")S]3+ in CD3NO2 diluent. The top

daÈa set refers to 340 K and then in decreasing sequence to 330, 320, 310 and finally 300 K for the bottom

data set. Itre solid lines represent the linear regression 1ines.
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effects but when there ís a strong dependence of k"* upon the

concentration of free ligand, as in these scandiurn(Ill) systems, the

correspondíng calculated activation parameters should refer

predominantly to the second order process charactertzed by k2.

The observation of two ligand exchange paths suggests símilar

energíes for rhe intermediates ISc(arna)S]3* arrd ISc(arna)7]3t t""ociated

with D and A mechanisms respectively. It could be argued that the k2

term aríses from an I¡ mechanism under the limiting conclition in which

[encounter complex] < [s.(¿tt)!+l such that k2 = kin¡'K' An inspecËion

of Table 4.6 and Figure 4.15 r^rill indicate that íf an I¡ mechanism

r^7ere operative it r,vould be necess ary for kint > 10k1* which seems

implausible since the prímary energetic step in both the D and I¡

mechanísms is the físsíon of the metal-ligand bond. As coordination

numbers greater than sixl03-105 h".t" been observed in the solid st'ate-

for scandiun(Ill) specíes the k2 term probably arise-s from an A

mechanism.

4.11 Exchange of N, N-diethylacetamide on Isc(aea) a] 3+

tH ,,.r.r. spectra of samples of Èhe virtually air stable

compound [Sc(¿ea)6J(ClOa)3 and dea in either CD3CN or CD3NO2' at

temperatures below about 29O K, exhibited coordinated ligand resonances

downfield from free ligand resonances. A comparíson of the íntegrated

aïeas of the aceÈyl signals (measurements based upon the ethyl

resonances u/ere not feasible due to overlap) for the CD3N02 solutions

* If [encounter cornPlex] 4
solutions sËudíed then for
300 K (tabte 4.6) , I<21k7 (
in CD3CN whích rueans Èhat

[s"(¿*")t+] and xlama] ( 1 for all of the
a solution with [dma] = 0.5, K 4 2' At

= kil¡K/kr¡ x29 in CD3NO2 solution and 'v13

kin;/Èr woul-d have to be greater than 10'
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studied revealed Èhat ISc(¿ea)6ì3+ t." the vastly preponderant complex

species ín solution (Table 4,7) . In CD3CN samples the small lH

resonances arising from incompletely deuterated diluent severely

hampered acetyl signal integration procedures except for the most

concentrated solutions (vii) and (viii). It became necessary to

simulate experimental acetyl lineshapes (LTNSHP) that were not

signifícantly exchange- broadened and then visually subtract the

interfering resonances (difference display of LINSHP) to confírm that

the coordination nunrber was in facÈ six for all solutions'

The variation of the observed exchange rate constant with

temperature and Ia..] (soluËions in CD3NO2), as determined from the

coalescence of the acetyl resonances, is shown in Figure 4.16. There

is seen to be a distinct curvature in the semílogariEhmíc plots of

t"T versus I/T l^rhich ís syrnptomatic of a two term Ïate law of the form

exchange rate = 6(kl +k2[aea]) tsc(dea) f+l

for whích first and seconcl order exchange processes are characterized

by substantíatl.y different AHt values. Table 4.7 lists kinetic

parameters obtained from DATAFIT analysís of the data. If the linear

interpolation procedureT8 (cf. Chapter 2) is adopted in l-ieu of the

DATAFIT method, errors are introduced due to Èhe curvature of ln(t.T)

versus 1/T plots. The DATAFIT kinetic parameter estimates for the

CD3NO2 solutions may be compared rrrith those derived through the linear

interpolation procedure below, but despite the disaccord the general

mechanistic interpretation ís the same:

k1 (300 K)

AS+1 = -1 +

= O.1B 1 0.05 
"-1 , lu\ = 77 ! 4 kJ mol-l,

10 J K-l mol-l; kz(3OO K) 19.5 t 0.3 drn3 mol-l

AHå = 22.6 ! 0.9 kJ mol-l and AS! = -I45 !

(The errors here are estimated total errors')

2 J K-l mol-I.



TABLE 4.7 SoLutíon eorqositions anÅ. kinetie patøneters fot dea eæehange on

[Se(dea)6]3+

SoluÈion
lsc(aea) t+la
mol dm-3

0. 193
0. 158
0 .09 01
0 .04 07
0.01 73
0.0064
0.2r9
0"181
0.105
0 .084
0 .048
0.018

k1(3oo K)þ

I dea]

mol dm-3

T.489
0.876
0.504
0.314
0 .0965
0 .049s
r.471
1 .095
0.636
0.600
0.289
0.t26

k2 (3oo K)þ

dm3 mol-I "-l

14.9 t 0.3

18. 1 r 0.7

I cD 3No2 ]

mol dm-3

I cn3 cNJ

mo1 dm-3
bc.N.

(i)
(ii)
(iii¡
( i.')
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(vr-l- r)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
( xr-l-J

IL.2
14.1
i5 .9
1.7 .o
L7 .5
17 .6

AH+

kJ rnol-1

10 .6
13 .6
14 .8
15 .5
t7 .0
t7 .3

5.8 I 0.
5.9 I 0.

6.0 ! 0.
5.8 r 0.
5.9 t o.

6.0 t 0.
6.0 r 0.

5.9 t 0.
6.0 ! 0.

6.0 t 0.
6.0 t 0.
6.0 t 0.

2
2
1

1

2
2
2
2

2c
2e
2c
2e

Diluent

! 2.6
t 0.6
t 1.0
t 0.9

t 0.02

t 0.4L2.5

+h
AS* "

J K-l mol-Is-1

CD3NO2
CD 3N0 2
CD3CN

CD3CN

a The chemical shift separation between the coordinated and free dea acetyl
resonances varied syslematically from 22.5 Hz in sol-ution (vii) to 16.8 Hz

in solution (xii) at 250 K. The analogous separation of 33,6 Hz was

virtually independent of concentraËion in solutions (i) - (vi) at 250 K'

b Specifícations as Per Table 4.5.

c C.N. determined by lineshape analysis. The errors represent the estimated
total uncertainty.

0. 13 81 .6
28.1
43.9
23.5

9.9 t
-I29 !
-78 t

-L42 !

7.2
2
J

3

\o
N)
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26 2A 30 32 34 36
'toa¡r

FIGURE 4.16 Semllogarithmíc plots of t.T agaÍnst 1/T for dea

exchange on ISc(dea)6J3+ itt CD3NO2 solution. The data for soluËions

(i)-(vi) arerepresenÈedas (i)V, (ff¡9, (i1Í)t, (iv)E' (v)O

and (vi) O . The solid curves are those derlved from a simult.aneous

fit of all the data to Equation 2,L7.

o

o tr
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By virÈue of the interference of the diluentrs proton impurity

signals in the lineshape analysis of the aceÈyl region, the rate data

for CD3CN solutions could only be acquired over a limited [¿ea] range'

In pracLíce, the visual subtïactíon technique \^/as less relíab1e at low

[¿ea]total and under íntermediate exchange rate conditíons. DATAFLT

was again used to analyse the data since the plots of ln(t.T) versus

1/T were slightly curved. The raÈe 1aw in cD3cN was the same as that

in CD3NO2. Using the arguments put forward in the last Section, k1 and

k2 terms may be assigned to D ancl A mechanisms respectively.

4.L2 The N- lace tamide colnplex of scandium(flf)

N-phenyl-acetamide (acetanilide) has been shown to exist

predominantly as dne tv'ans isorner in CDC13 (at 250 K)I24 or pyridínel2s'

Consequentl-y, the rate of internal rotatíon about the carbonyl carbon-

nitrogen bond has not bee-n rneasured. (the rate of rotation about the

benzene-nitrogen axis ís rapid126.) N-phenylacetamide \^7as not

particularly soluble j-n CD3CN (<30 mg/ml below 250 K) . Nevertheless,

lH n.*.t. spectra of npa ín CD3CN at 225 K \^Iere consistent wíth the

presence of only one isomer and rapid intramolecular exchange is

unlikely aL 225 Kl26. The concentration dependent linewidth of the

N-H singlet varied from B Hz aE 230 K to 38 Hz aL 320 K for a

ca. O .3 rnò1 dm- 3 solution.

The mildly hygroscopic complex [Sc(npa)6J(CfOa)3 was moderately

soluble in cD3cN (ru60 mg/ml below 250 K), sparingly soluble in cD3No2

(B mg/ml at 300 K) and practically insoluble ín CD2CL2. ltl n.m.r.

specLra (N-H regíon) of [Sc(npa)6J(CtO,,)S it CD3CN aÈ low temperature

consisted of a major sí.nglet and a minor: upfield ("'37 Hz) singlet' The

ratio of areas vas ternPerature dependent with the proportion of the
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minor sínglet íncreasíng slightly with temperature. 
^t 

270 K the mínor

slgnal was 4% of Èhe major sígna1 and coalescence occurred above 300 K.

Coordínated npa N-H line¡.ridths were found to be smaller than the free

npa N-Il linewidth: WhilsÈ the free npa linewidth íncreased almost

linearly with temperature, coordinated npa linewidths increased

monotonically but in a non-linear fashion and at a lesser rate' In

rhe case of a sample of [Sc(npa)61 (CfO4)e (O.OS mo1 dm]3) i-n CD3CN

rhe N-H linewídrh (major signal) was 5 Hz at 230 K; at 260 K, lL Hz;

and aÈ 320 K it was 13 l1z. From these data it appears that the

relaxatíon times of 14N nn.leí associated with coordínated npa are

shorter than those of 14N nucleí ín free npa'

The spectrum of the acetyl region was complex due to the presence of

the proton impurity signals arisíng from incompletely deuterated

diluenË. Despíte Èhis complic,ation, at temperatu::es below 250 I('

there appeared to be a major singlet and at least one mínor dov¡nfield

(*L4 Hz) singlet (which was masked to some extent by the lH signal-s

from the díluent) " In CD3NO2 the obser:vations r'rere similar' A rninor

upfield N-H resonance and a broad mínor downfíeld acetyl resonance

were detected below 270 K.

The conclusion from the observatíons above is that the minor resonances

are due to the cis isomer of npa. Because of the disparate propoltions

oL Cis and ty,AnS isomers and the temperature dependence of populations,

kínetic data for internal rotation could not be accurately obtained.

For 90 Mlz lH n.m.r" samples of [sc(npa)61 (cfO4)3 and npa in

CD3CN, the slow intermolecul.ar ligand exchange condítion applied below

27O K, At these temperatures the acetyl signal of free npa appeared

downfield from the major acetyl resonance of coordinated npa. In

contrast, the N-H sígnal of free npa appeared upfield from the major
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N-H signal of the coordinated ligand. The amount of postulated cís

npa r.ras substantially reduced when complex and ligand were mixed

togeËher in cD3cN. Fígure 4.17 shows the coalescence of the N-II

signals with increase in Ëemperature. Unfortunately, accurate kinetíc

parameters could not be extracted through simulatj-on of eiÈher acetyl

or N-H coalescence phenomena for several reasons. In the case of the

acetyl- resonances, the main hinclrance was the significant contribution

of the lH irnpurity ïesonances of díluenÈ (which \¡/ere located in the

midst of free and coordinated lígand acetyl resonances) to the Lotal

lineshape of the acetyl regíon. This contribution could not be easily

accounted for in the determination of rates. In the case of the N-H

resonances, the maín obstacle was the sensítivity of N-H linervidths

and chemical shifts to changes in concentration and temPerature'

There was also a varíation of site populations wiËh temperature such

that as the temperature was raised the mole fractíon of free ligand

increased. At the lower temperatures íntegrations l¡7ere compatible

with ISc(npa) O]3* b"i.tg Èhe predomínant scancliun(ffl) species. A

sizeable [npa] range rras not feasible due to the li-rnited solubílity of

npa in CD3CN. Hence, deLerminatíon of the rate law was precluded.

Intuitively, the kinetícs of npa exchange should be similar to the

kj-netics of exchange observed for the other aceta.mides mentíoned in

thíschapter.At2ToKrkexru50s-lfotthesolutioninFigure4'17

and thís value is comparable r¿ith the rate constant (at 270 K)

calculated for a [sc(nma)o]3+/t*./CD3CN solution of similar

concenrration (i.e. solution (iii¡ in Table 4.5): kex(270 K)'47 s-I.

4.13 Concl. usi-ons reeardine the kinetics of ami<le systems

The observatíon that ligand exchange on scandium(III) is within

the n.m.r. time scale if the ligand is nma, dma, dea or npa but ís in
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+Þ
307

IOOHz
#

296

286

2V1

262

245

228

FIGURE 4.17 lH n.m.r. spectra (N-H reglon) for a solution of

lSc(npa)61(CfO4)¡ (0.0538 nol dn-3) and npa (0.233 mol dm-3) in

cD3cN. The experÍmental ÈemperaÈures ¿rPPear to the left of the

Figure.
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tl-re fast exchange linit of Ëhat time scale when Èhe ligand is nrnf , dmf,

def or dbf enphasízes the importance of the acetyl methyl grouP and the

formyl proton ín determining ligand labÍlity. The donor numbers of

dmf, dma, def and dea on the Gutmann scalel27 ^t" 
26.61 27.8r 30.9 and

32.2 respectívely, from which it may be inferred ttrat electron donaËíng

ability is not the major factor determíning the relative labilities of

Èhese ligands when coordinated to scandium(III). The same conclusion

is assumed to be valid for the other amídes sËudied. A discussion of

ligand labilíty based upon steric consideratíons is now presented'

Although R2 and R3 substituents in o=c(n1)Nn2n3 contribute to

the total steric interactíon of ligands in the fírst coordinatj-on

sphere it is cl-ear that the steric inÈeractions whj-ch most strongly

influence labilíty arise from R1. It apPeaTs that when Rl = H an

increase in coordination rrumber in either the transition state or Lhe

ground state wíll occur more reaclily than when R1 = Me. In the former

event a rapid associative exchange process is probable whereas in the

latter event a coordination number greater than síx will result in

lígand labilizaÈion through an increase ín ground state bond length as

discussed elsewherel0'95. Alternatíve]-y, it ís possible that during

the formation of a D transition state a relaÈively greate-r declîease ín

rneËal-ligand bond lengËh for the non-leaving ligands will occur vrhen

Rt = II. consequently, a greater lability will be conferred upon

IS"S6J3+. However, the absence of directly determíned coordination

numbers and ligand exchange rate laws for the formamide systems

precludes further mechanístic discussion for those systems'

At 300 K and over the liqrrict temperature range (ca' 230 - 340 K)

of the cD3cN solurions studied' lsc(nma)613+ i" the most labile of Ehe

three acetamide complex ions for: which quantítative ligand exchange
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data is avaílable (nma, dma, clea; cf ' Tables 4'5 - 4'7) ' This is

probably a reflection of the lesser steric crowding (arísing from the

R2 and R3 groups) in this lígand exchange system by comparíson to Ëhe

crowdíng which is experienced in the dma and dea systems. In contrast'

the most sterically hindered species, ISc(dea)e]3*, exhibjts the

smallest k2 term and it is only at the upper extreme of the Èemperature

scale that Ehe kt term for [Sc(aea)613+ b".omes great-er than Ëhe k1

Èern for lSc(arna) 6] 
3+. por [ScS6J 3* in CD3CN, AHt decreases and AS+1

becomes more negaËive as S í.s varied in the sequence dea, dma' nma;

but the variation in nH! and AS! is less systematic'

I^Ihen the díluent is changed to cD3No2, acti.vation enthalpíes and

entropies change markedly ín the case of dea but to a lesser extent for

dma. This behavíour again índícates that interactions outsíde the

first coordínation sphere can make signíficant and complicated

contributions towards observed activation Palameters. Ilence' a

detailed mechanistíc ínterpreÈation of the variation of the activation

parameters is not attemPted.
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CHAPTER 5 LIGAND EXCHANGE ON YTTRIIJM(III)

5.1 InËroducÈion

Geier95 h"" determined the rate of substitution of murexide

into the first coordinatÍon sphere of the aquayttrium(III) ion to

be 1.3 x 107 d*3 mol-t s-t aË 310.2 K. The high rate vras consídered9S

to be a consequence of the great lability of the aqua ligands in

[v¡H2o¡n]3t where n > 6. The more recenÈ IH tt.*.r. r¿ork of

Fratiellof28 ¿u"11ng with ytLrium(Ill) salts in aqueous acetone

soluLion has demonstrated that nÍtrate ion probably enters the

first coordination sphere of ytÈrium(III) in yttrium(III) nitrate

solutions (as evídenced by a measured hydraËion number of less than

three) and Ëhat in the.case of acídífied yttriurn(ftl) perchlorate

solut.íons immeasurably rapid vlater exchange occurs even at 175 K.

Coordinat,ion numbers of uP to eigirt for yttrium(III) with oxygen

donor chelaËesL29'130 h".t. been observed Ín solution and up Ëo ten

in the solid stateI05t 131' 132. The latËer rePorts are consistent

with the fact that the ionic radius of yttríum(Ill) is larger than

that of scandiurn(Ill) and comparable to Ëhose of the lanthanidesl33.

They also lend support to GeÍerrs early postulate above.

It would appear that considerable uncerËainty sÈill exísÈs

Ín the understanding of simple lígand exchange processes on

ytLrÍum(III) and that there is a need for more data in thÍs area.

Yttrium(III) is expecÊed to be generally more labile than

scandium(III) on the basís of relaËive ionic radii and this Chapter

describes sÈudies designed to assess the lability of the metal ion

towards ligand substiÈuËion in non-aqueous media.
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5.2 Exchanee of 3 3 -tetrame thvlurea on [Y(trnu) 
^ 

] 3+1-1-

A hygroscopic complex of the formula [y(tmu)5](c104)a (in

agreement with Giesbrecht and Kawashital34) *a" easíly prepared.

Anhydrous solutions of the complex and tmu (composítions are given

in Table 5.1) exhibíted a 27O lfrIz IH n.r.r. singlet arísing from

coordinated tmu downfield from the singleÈ of free tmu at 225 K.

The chernical shift separaÈíon at 225 K varíed systemaÈícally from

19,0 Hz for solurion (i) to L2.4 Hz for solutíon (v) (lH spectra

were run at 270 MlIz because of the small separation at 90 MIIz). For

all solutions Lhe separaËion increased with j.ncrease ín temperature

(ca. 1.5 Hz/10 K). As for rhe [Sc(tmu)5J3+ "y"tem 
there appeared

to be rapid rotaÈion abouÈ l-he C-N bonds for coordinaLed tmu. The

relaËÍve areas of Èhe singlets r^rere consistent with [Y(tmu)6J3+ b.ittg

the vastly p::edomínant yttrium(III) species ín solution. CompJ-ete

líneshape analysis of their coalescence over the temperature l:ange

225 - 27O K (spectra l^ter-e recorded aÈ 5 K inÈervals) yielded the

kinetic parameters in Table 5.1. The obse:ved exchange rate

constants at 250 K are seen to vary litÈle with change in I tmu] '

Kinetic data for solution (i) are different from the others but this

difference may be due to aiore-menÈioned environmental- effecËs at

high [tmu]. The results are compatíble with a rate law of the form

exchange rate = 6k I [Y ( rro,r) 3+]

ThÍs rate law typífies a D or: Io exchange mechanism ín which

.K > 300 dm3 mol-Ì. However, no direct experimental evidence for

the formation of an encounter complex exists.

At 250 K, [y(tnu) 6 J 
3+ i" considerably more labile than



TABLE 5.1 SoLutíon eornposítions and. kínetie paz,øneters fon trmt eæehange on ly(ttÍÐ 5J3+ in CD3CN

Solution

(i)

(ii)

( iii)

(iv)

(v)

From
Table 4.4:

tv(t*") 3+l
rnol dm-3

0. 140

0.0602

0.0460

0.0195

0.0039

I sc (rmu) t+]

Itnr]
mol drn-3

0.786

0.429

0.259

0.139

0.028

lcu3cuJ

mol dm-3

14.7

L6.2

L7 ;4

17 .6

18.3

a
kex(250 K)

Lu5
AHt 

e,
ASt 

c,

kJ rnol-l J K-r mol-I

6"O

6.0

6.0

6.0

s.9

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

31 .4

26.5

26.3

24.6

27.L

0.9

0.7

0.5

0.9

0.5

-85

-11 1

-1r 1

-118

-1 0B

t3

r3
!2

!4

!2

C.N. -l

52!3

23!L

25!I

25!L

+

i

+

+

+

+26 2

+

+

+

+

+

0.0138 0.0732 17 .4 2.7xto-3n 7o.7 ! L.6 -9 .8 t 4.8

a, C.N. = number of tmu ligands coordinated to Y3* as determíned by integration and lineshape
analysis in the Èemperature range 225 - 240 K. The errors represent the estimated
toEal uncertaintY.

b kex(250 K) interpolated from the Eyring plots. 250 K is the rniddle coalescence temperature.

e AHt and AS* obtained from the Eyring plots.

d The errors represent one standard de'¿iation (ACTENG).

e Calculated from the activation parameters.
H
O
t\)
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[sc(tmu)5,13+ "" a consequence of its remarkably srnaller AHt and

more negative ASf magnitudes. Perhaps all that can be said here,

with allusion to an electrostatic model, ís that this reflects the

fact that the effective ionic radius of ytÈrium(Ill) (r = 0.900,4.) 9I

is greaËer than Ëhat of scandiurn(Ill) (r = 0.68Ä¡IaS. As a result

of. a Larger metal Íon surface charge density Ëhe electrostatíc

ínteraction between tmu and scandiurn(tfI) is greater. In addition'

greaÈer steric repulsion between ligands í.n the first coordination

sphere, due to electrostríctíon, will be experienced for ISc(tmu)6]3+.

The acÈívatíon parameters in Table 5. I probably also reflect the sofËer

acÍd nature ,of yÈtríum(Ill) (cf . SecË1on 3.4) . However, Ëhe

inÈerpretation of activation parameter flagnj-tudes (ín particular ÀS+) is

not simple since those parameters rnay incorporate contributions

emanatíng from outside Èhe first coordination sphere as will be

discussed in the next ChaPter.

5.3 Exchange of me thr'lmethylpheny lphosphinate on [Y (mrnpp) e ] ffi

In contrast to [y(tmu)6J(ClOa)3, the hygroscopic complex

[Y(mrnpp¡ 6J(Cfoa) 3 vlå.s quíte soluble in CD2C12. 90 MHz IH n'*'r'

spectra of a CD2C12 solutÍon of thÍs cornpound shorved only fhe

expecËed resonances. On the other hand, lH deconpled 3IP n.m.r.

specÈra of the same solution aÈ low temperature extribited a doublet

resonance (.1 lest - 31P) = II.4 Hz) r (BgY) = t¿) attríbutable to

[y(mrnpp)5J3+ and a]-so a much smaller upfield resonance due to

another yttrium(Ill) specie-s (probably of lower coordination nunber)

as in Figure 5.1. Coalescence of all sígnals to a singlet vTas seen

to occur wíth elevation of temperature. Inte-rmole-cular mmpp exchange

was thus proceedíng but there h¡as no apparent resonance for free mmpp

at any temperaËure.
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:+t Ð

5OHz

FIGURE 5.1 Proton decoupled 3lp Ft n.m.r. sPectrum of a 0'13 mol dm-3

solurion of [y(¡mrpp)6] (C104)3 ín d2-dichloromethane at 185 K. The

major doublet resonance 1s assigned Èo [Y(mnpp)6]3+'
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It r¿as quickly realízed Èhat a quantiÈaËive 90 MHz IH n.*.r.

study of mmpp exchange hras noË practicable when IH spectra of

samples of [y(tr*pp)r1(cro4) 3/mmpp ín cD2cL2 at lB0 K indicated

lntermediate to fast intermolecular exchange. Fortunately, 3]P n.m.r.

at 36.43 IftIz provided much larger chemical shifts than Ehose from

90 lfrlz lH t.*.r. for this system and so quantitative raLe data r¿ere

obtainable using the 3IP probe. AL 200 K for all solutíons sÈudied

(Table 5.2), Èhe 31P doublet resofiance of coordinaËed nunpp (the minor

upfield resonance was absent) appeared about 34O Hz downfíeld from

the singlet resonance of the free ligand. The chemical shifÈ

separation increased wiËh temperature (ca . 5 Hz per 10 K). [y(t*pp)o]3+

vras determíned to be, by j-ntegration, the predominant yttrium(T-II)

speeies present in soluÈíons (i) (v) . Ligand exchange causes the

coordinated and free lígand resonance.s to coalesce as in Fi-gure 5.2.

The mean lífetime of a lígand ín lY(mmpp¡5J3+ t"" deríved t-hror:gh

lineshape analysís using a three síÈe exchange Ëreatment (Appen<lix 2).

Whilst there are only Ër¿o chemically dístínct lÍgand envíronments,

namely coordinated and free, the two spin states of BgY produce tI¡ro

dÍfferent magnetic sites for the coordinated ligand which Ëogether

with that for the free ligand results in a total of three magnetíc

sites which must be considered ín the lineshape analysis. If one

labels Èhe low-field componenË of the coordinated mmpp doublet as

site l, the high-field component as siËe 2, Èhe free mmpp resonance

assite3andifPl=P2=0.25(Pg=0"5),theprobabilítyÈransfer

¡naËrix p is

p

,1
0

0.5

0

-t
0.5

I
1

-t
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TABLE 5.2 SoLution cornposítions and kinetic parameters fon wnpp

eæehange on l,Yftlrnpp) ø13+.

Sol-utlon
lv ('*pp) t+l

- - -imol clm "

lnmppl
,--amol- dm "

lcnzctzl
mol dm-3

C.N.A

(í)

(il)

(íii)

(iv)

(v)

0. 146

0 . 0911

0.o374

0.0286

0.0147

L.970

0.67L

0.27 5

0. 161

0 .083

8. 14

L2.2

13.3

14.5

L4.7

6.0

6.1

6.0

6.0

5.8

o.2

o.2

o.2

o.2

o.2

+

+

+

+

+

k1 (215 K)

s-1

kzzrs K)b

dm3 mol-I "-I

AH+þ

kJ mol-t

AS+b

J K-r mol-l

h

312 r 13 3L.4 ! L.4

35.3 ! 2.8

-49t7

-27 ! 13455 t 31

a C.N. = coordination number of yttríum(Iff) as determíned
by integratíon. The errors represent the maxímum
observed deviation from the mean value .

b Kinetj_c païameteïs evaluated from DATAFIT analysis. The

errors quoted represent one standard deviation. 215 K
is the approxímaÈe middle coalescence temperature.
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-fl-, 4OO Hz

238.0 K O.44 ms

233.5 o.56

229.5 o.76

225.O 1.O

221.5 1.5

217.O

213.5 3.3

209.5

205.5 6.9

201.5

EXPT CALC

FIGURE 5.2 Experimental and calculated 3lp FT n.m.r. lineshapes for

a solurion of [y(nunpp)o]3+ (0.0286 mol dm-3) and mmpp (0.161 rnol dm-3)

ín CD2CL2. The experimental temperaÈures and best fít t. values appear

to the left and right of the Figure respectively. The free mmpp

signal is upfield.

2.O

5.3

11.1
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tr{e choose r to be the mean site'lifetime of a coordinaËed ligand.

The maËrÍx above ts only applicable, however, rvhen ta = .F, the

lífetíne of. a LLgand in the free state. These two lifetimes are

relaÈed as follows

T /P tcPr P, * P,

nay be genexaLized by multiplyíng elements P3t,p32 and P¡¡ by PC/PF

-PclPFF

rûrere P is the appropríaËe mole fraction. Thus Ehe matríx above

to give:

-1 0

-1

c c =r/ and

P
C

0p_

1

1

P /2P /2Pc F

The exchange rate = 6k.*[Y(**pp);+] where k.* = l/ta

It is seeD ín Figure 5.3 that t, decreases with an increase

in temperature or free lígand concentratíon. Since a tvlo te¡:m rate

law appears to operate over the 24-fo1-d range in lrnrnpp] for this

system, the kinetic parameters vrere obtained from DATAFIT analysís.

As can be seen from Table 5.2 Ëhe errors associated wiËh kinetic

parameters are larger than those for Èhe other l:'-gand exchange

systems in this Ehesis. There. are a number of possible reasons for

this. Firstly, the signal to noj-se ratío for experímental spectra

(Fígure 5.2) was relatÍvely low princí-pally because the observed

nucleus, 31P, is less sensitive than lH. Secondly, the fit of the

rate data to the DATAFIT tvlo term rate equatíon ¡,¡as rioL as good as

ttrat for the other systems but ís obviously better than the fit to

a one term rate equation (cf. Ftgure 5.3). The k1 paËh is ascribed
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FIGURE 5.3 Plots of interpolated k"* values for ligand exchange on

[y(rnmpp)s]3t "gainst [nnpp]. The lines represent llnear regresslon
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220

230 K
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to a D mechanism and the k2 path to eiÈher an A or an I¡ mechanísm

(linit (a)). An associative uechan.ism seems more at,tractive Èhan

the interchange mechanism in view of the high coordinatíon nuubers

which have been observed for yttríum(Ilr) 105' r31' I32.

5.4 The vËtrium(III) /hexamethvlphosphoramide system

In contrast to the result expected from Èhe work of Scholer

and lderba"¡106 Èhe hmpa complex Ísolated using the usual prepgrative

procedure ¡nras found to be [y(trr^,pa)5. t2](C10+) g. The solíd state ínfra-

red spectrum of [y(hmpa) s. i2](CfO4¡ 3 (apparently non-stoichiometric)

exhÍbited signals characterÍstic of courdinated unidentate perchlorate

and no signals due to wat,er. In CH2CL2 solutíon the coordinated

perchlorate sígnals were absent.

IH decoupled 3}P n.m.r. spectra of [y(hrnpa) s. 12] (Cloa) 3 ín

Ø2CL21 for sample ÈenperaËures below 230 K, extríbited three distÍnct

coordinated hrnpa doublet resonances and a downfield singlet resonance

d.ue to free hmpa as in Figure 5.4. lH tt.*.t. sPectra \Àlere compatible

wíth the 3IP spectra. As the temperature \¡ras increased coalescence of

all 3lP r""ott"nces occurred, but even at room temPerature discrete

broad signals were evídent. In order t.o be consistent \^¡ith the solíd

state stoichiome.try doublet (a) in Figure 5.4 should arise from

ly(hmpa)ol3+ (¡ (8ev - slp) = 17.2Hz), (b) from [v(hmpa)s]3*

(J = 15.I Hz) and (c) from [Y(hmpa)+]3+ (.1 = 15.I Hz). All of these

species were found to exist according Eo an equilibrium that strongly

favours the lo¡rrer coordination number complexe-s with increase in

temperature or decrease in lhmpa]. As for the scandíum(Ill) /hmpa

system there ü/as no evidence for slow inÈramolecular exchange (aÈ

190 K) tn [Y(hmpa)s]3+. UnlÍke the scandiun(Ill)/hmpa sysËem,
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{+
c

5OH z

b

free

FIGURE 5.4 IH d."o,rpled 3Ip ¡'t n.m.r. spectrum of a solution of

[y(trrnpa) s. rz] (CfOa) ¡ (32 mg/nl) 1n CD2C12 at 200 K. Doublet (a) is

assigned to [y(hmpa)r]t*, (b) to [y(hmpa)513+ and doublet (c) 1s

assigned to [Y (hurpa) u ] 
3+.

a
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however, a six-coordinate hmpa complex ion appears Èo be present

along with Èhe four- and five-coordinate speeies. [Y(hmpa) U ] 
3+ is

likel-y to be more stable than [Sc(hmpa)e]3* ot steric grounds.

Bearing in rn-ind, now, Ëhe unusual observations made wíth Èhe

hmpa complexes of scandium(III), yttríum(III), gallium(III) and

indiuur(Ill) i07 in solutíon, it seems that the peculiar nature of the

tmpa molecule itself is mainly responsible for Èhe 'abnormallyt low

lÍgand exchange rates and the presence of more. than one solvento

complex of hmpa. For the same reasoDs given for the scandium(Ill)/

hmpa system no atÈempt rnras made here Ëo extract lcínetic daÈa from

Ëhe coalescing lineshapes.

5.5 The vttrium(III tríDhenvlpho sph j-neoxide sys ten)

The air stable complex [y(tppo)qJ(CfO*)3 $ras very soluble in

cD2cLz. 'Ihe solid state infra-red specÈrum of the conplex

(Appendix 1) was consi-stent wíth the absence of \,¡ater and coordinated

perchlorate. The laÈter result could be considered a puzzling one

since ISc(tppo)4J(C104) 3 110 reportedly has coordinaÈed perchlorate

r,frilsr lfn(tppo) aJ (ClOa) 3 r36 does not. For Índium(Ill) arrd

yttrium(Ill), the bulk of the tppo molecule and concomíËanE crystal

packing effects presr:mably prevent these ions from achieving a higher

coordinatíon number than four in the solid state, but it is hard to

comprehend the result for the srnaller scandí.urn(Ill) íon in steric

terms. rH n.m.r. spectra of a solution of [V(tppo) 4] (ClOq) 3 in CD2C12

¡uere difficult to interplet because of the complexíËy of fhe aromatic

region. Itt decouple.d 3IP tt.m.r. spectï¿, on the other hand, rvere

rmrch simpler. Throughout the liquid temperature range of. cD2cL2

only one sharp 31p doublet resonance (J ç89y - 31p¡ = I2.4 Hz) was
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exhibiËed. The siËuation became much more complicated when free

tppo rùas added to the solution above. Figure 5.5 ís a 3IP specÈrum

of. a CD2C12 solutíon of [y(tppo)a](ClOa)3 and tPPo at 228 K. Doublet

(a) (J = 13 .5 Hz) is assigned t,o [y(tppo)o] 3*, doubleÈ (b) (J = I2.5 Hz)

to [y(tppo) S]3+ (agaín, no evídence for slow íntramolecular exchange)

doublet (c) (J = 12.4 Hz) Lo [y(tppo)4J3+ "rd Ëhe relatively broad

upfield singlet is due to free tppo. (There ís no aPParent reason

for the broadness.) As the temperature was increased or [tppo]

decreased the yttrium(III) specíes of lower coordinat,íon number hrere

favoured. At 200 K for the solutíon in Fígure 5.5, the average

coordínaÈíon number rras 4.8 and at 24O,$ it was 4.4. For all solutions

examined the apparent coordination number at 300 K was four. Coalescence

of resonances from free and coordinated Ëppo occurred well above room

temperature and hence intermolecular tppo exchange on yttriun(III) is

slow compared to that on magnesium(Il). The width at half height,

!ü-¡ of the coordinated tppo 3lP 
"ign.l at 300 K remained constanË at

about 37 Hz over the fourfold ltppol range invesÈigated. The natural

3lp lÍrrerídrh for [y(tppo)+]3+. I Hz so thaË the rate constant at

300 K for lígand exchange on [Y(tppo)413+.ty be approxímaÈely

evaluated using the relationship below.

k il 116 s-I (at 300 K)*reex

There is an obvious similariËy between this system and the hmpa

system discussed in the last Section. Both hmpa and tppo are unusually

powerful bases and much more bulky than mosl- of the other ligands

mentioned in thís report. The slowness of ligand exchange on yttrium(fff)

wtren the ligand is hmpa or tPpo suggesËs that the exchange of these

ligands on other l-abíle metal íons such as lanthanum(Ill) could also

be slow.
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FIGURE 5.5 lH decoupled 3Ip I't n.m.r. sPectrum of a solution of

ly(rppo)4J(cro4)e (80 mg/nl) and tppo (55 me/nl) ln CDzCL2 at 228K'

Doubter (a) is assigned t,o [y (tppo) u ] '*, (b) to [Y (tppo) 51 
3+ and

doublet (c) ís assigned to [V(tppo),*]3+. The chemlcal shif t separatlon

between the cenÈre of doublet (c) and free tppo is 382 Hz'

a
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5.6 N-methvlacetamide . N.N-dinethy laceÈamide, N, N-diethylaceËamide

and dimethvlsulpho xide comolexes ef r¡t,tríum(III)

The hygroscopÍc complexes [v(nrna) u I (clO+) a, [y(¿ma) 6 J (cloa) 3

ana [y(¿ea)O](CtO+)3 were easily prepared according to the usual

procedure and all had ionic perchlorate only. Moeller and VicentiniI3T

using a synËhetic method ínvolvÍng a large excess of dma have prepared

Iy(ama)7Jlcroa¡ 3. They detecEed no coordinated perchlorate and

demonsËrated that all seven clma ligands bond to yÈtrium(III) Èhrough

the carbonyl o>rygen of the amide.

Under the experimental condÍtions given í.n Chapter 7, an air

stable compound of stoíchíomeËry [y(amso) 7.37](ClOa) 3 r'ras isolated

(a11 the dmso ligands appeared to be directly coordinated).

Icishnamurthy and Soundararaj an I38 h"'tte prepared [y (¿rnso) 71 (ClO+) 
S

but KawashiLa Kuya and coworkersl39 noËed that the condítíons of

precipitation and the choíce of solvent seem to be imporËant in

determining comPosíÈj-on. They have also prepared non-stoichiometric

dnso hexafluorophosphaÈe complexes with a range of lanthanidesl39'

For the four above-menËioned ligands, exchange on yttrium(III)

was found to be in the fast exchange límiL of the IH o.t.t. time scale

even over extended free ligand conceritra.tíon ranges. As a result of

the observed solubilities of the contplexes Ln CD2CL2, CD3CN and CD3N02,

the lowest Ëemperature attainable for the dma and dea systems l{as

180 K; for nma, 225 K and for tTre dmso system, 245 K. The proportion

of cís nma observed for a solution of [y(nma)61(ClOa)3 ín CD3CN

varied from ru6 .07. aE 230 K to ¡,7 .77" at 330 K. These isomer values

are slighrly less rhan those noted for lsc(nrna)6J(cloa)3 in CD3CN and

unrch less than the value for lAl(runa)6J(cfoa)3 i40 in CD3No2 at 300 K

(16.37"). One possible explanation ís as follows:-
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C'is nna is expected to be more sterlcally favoured Ëo coordínate to

a metal ion sÍnce Ehe N-methyl group ís orienËed away from the metal

centre. I^Ihen the steric crowding near the metal centre increases as

the ionic radius of the metal ion decreases, Èhe proporËion of. cis

isomer wÍl-l tend t.o increase.

5.7 TrineÈhylphosphate and dimethylmethylphosphonate complexes of
yrrrium(III)

[Y(tmp¡5J(cfo4) 3 vras the hygroscopíc producÈ obtained using t,he

sËandard synthesis and tnp as ligand. RecrysuaLlizatíon from a

dichloromeËhane/trnp/ether solutíon (see Chapter 7) yielded a hygro-

scopíc complex of the formula [y(turp)6J(ClOa) 3 - 1.87 - tmp. The extra

1.87 tmp molecules in the lattice are not <iirectl-y coordinaËe<l to

yttrium (i.e. tmp of crystallÍzation) as may be ascertaíned from Èhe

followíng two pieces of evidence" The fÍrst ís the presence of a

shoulder (at higher wavenumber) on Ëhe main phosphoryl infra-red

absorption band for the compound (Appendix 1). Secondly, when

[y(tmp)6](C10q) 3 - 1.87 - tnp was subjected to a rarefied atmosphere l-t

was eventually reduced to [y(trp)6J(C1oa) a.

The air stable complex, [y(¿mmp) 6J(ClOa) 3,\¡/as prepared in a st,raight-

forward manner.

IH and 3IP tt.m.r. spectra of lv(tmp¡6J(cro4)3 and tmp in cD2cI2

at 180 K were consistent with Ëhe occurrence of rapicl Ëmp exchange

beÈween coordinated and free sites. No kineÈic claÈa cou-l.d be

acquired. A simílar predicament arose for [v(¿uunp)6J(cfo4) 3/<l*mp/co3cn

solutions.
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CHAPTER 6 GENERAL REMARKS CONCERNING THE LA3ILITIES OF MG(II).

SC(III) AND Y(III) IONS

6.L The extrathermodvnamic relationshíp between AH* and AS+

If all lígand exchange reactions on a given metal ion proceeded

aÈ the same rate at some partieular temperature and if the characteristic

rates for all meLal ions had been established at the universal

temperature, it would be a símple matter to meaningfully compare metal

ion labilitÍes. Unfortunately, the rate determiníng factors arise not

only from the properties of the meÈal ion buÈ also frorn characteristícs

of the ligand and dil-uent. Neverthele'Ls, the pedagogic concept of a

definíte toverallt meÈal ion lability dces apPear to have meriË for

many meÈal ions ínteractíng with certaín simple ligandsl22'ltrl.

The accumulation of kinetíc data for magnesíum(II), scandium(III)

arrd yt,trium(III) complexes with various unidenËate oxygen donor ligands

now facílitates comparisons of the overall labilities of these metal

íons wíth those of well-known ions Ëowards ligand exchange. A method

of comparíson, based on plots of ÂHf versus ÂSt (Figure 6.1) for

ligand exchange on Èhe relevant metal ions will now be díscussed.

Several authors4O' I41 ¡ro's found that, an apparent 1Ínear

relationship exists between AH* and AS* for díssociative-Ëype exchange

processes on a given metal ion. ThÍs exÈrathermodynamic relationship,

AH+ = AGt + T AS+, ís sometimes called the isokinetic effect - In

parÈícular, for ligand exchange on bivalent metal ions such

correlal-ions have been noted and several explanat-j-ons proposed40 ' 
Ir+2 

' 
144.

Bennetto and Caldin have interpreted the ísokinetíc effect on Ëhe basis

of structural properËies of the solvenË (which are represented by its
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FIGURE 6.1 AH+ versus AS+ for ligand exchange on scandíum(III)

(upper data set) and magnesium(lt) (lower data set). Indivldual

exchange systems are identified as: identifylng number: exchanging

ligand: diluent; and the following dlluent abbreviations are used;

CD3CN, an; CD3NO2, nm; CD2CL2, cdi C2H2CLa, chi (CUg)zCO, ac.

For slx-coordinate scandium(IlÌ), circles denote sysÈems ín whích

exchange occurs through a D mechanism alone: 1): tmu: nm;

2)z tmu: an; 3): tmp: ch; 4)z tmp: an. Squares denote thaÈ

exchange occurs through an A mechanism alone: 5): dmmps ûn;

6)¡ tmp: ûn. Inverted triangleis and t,ríangles respecÈively denote

the A and D data from tr^Io Èerm raÈe laws: 7): dea: nm; 8): dea: an;

9): dmmp: an; 10): nma: an; tl): dma: an; I2)z dma: nm. All of

the six-coordj-nate rnagnesium(Il) systems undergo ligand exchange

through D mechanisms: 13): dnf: cd; 14); MeOII: no diluent;

15): tmp: cd; 16): EtOH: no dÍluent; 17): acetone: no dlluent;

t9) HzO: no díluent; 2O)z tmp3 ac; 21): dmfs ac. System 18) refers

to lígand exchange on lMg(tppo)5J2+ in cd. The solid line through

Èhe scandlum(III) data is the linear regression l1ne for systems

1) - 4) inclusive, and that through the magnesíurn(Il) data ís the

linear regression line for systems 13) - 2L) excluding 14).
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heat of vapourizatíon and fluidity)a0. Físcher, Hoffmann and p1"¡rI44

have asserted that ehanges in the degrees of freedom for rotatÍon and

vibration ín the ËransiÈion state are resPonsible for their ¡U* /¡St

correlation. If thís linearity is real, the ímplícation is that at a

parÈicular temperature, the ísokinetic temperature (given by Ëhe slope

of the ¡tt+ /¡St plot) , the rate const,ants of all reactions which have

associatea ¡gf/¡S+ points on this line will be ídentical. Hence it

has been ímpliedl+l' 145 that Ètre o',¡eraIl. lability comparisons between

metal ions may be made by referring to ÀHt ÍntercepËs (AG*) for

respective línes províded thaË ttrey are roughly parallel. The higher

the intercept, the less labile is the ion. Línco1n76'14l has

interpreEed ernpírícal results largely in terms of electrostatj-c

interactions. On the basj-s of the relatíve position of nU+ 7¡5+

data for the uranyl ion, he has ínferred that the surface charge

densíty of this ion ís betr,*¡een Ehose of typical bivalenL and trivalent

metal íons.

Ligand exehange AII+/As+ data for magnesiurn(II) (inclucling the

data for [Mg(tppo) 5]21 which are thought to charact,erj'ze D mechanisms

exhibiÈ a fair línear relationshíp (R2 = 0.936 ; Table 6.1). The

exclusion of the datum point for [t"tg(UeOH)5)2-+ gt"^xly improves the

linearity (R2 = 0.994) . It ís possible to test \{hether the apparent

linear relationshíp is of chemical orígin (Uide sw?a.) or aríses

solely out of an enthalpy-entropy compensation effect by the

application of the hypothesís test of Krug, Hunter and Griegerl46.

They have shorun that if the Èemperature range over whích rate

measurements ere made is smal1, large statistical errors assocÍated

r^rith AU* and ÂSf rvilJ. generate a híghly linear 
^H+ 

/AS+ plot such that

the slope or isokinetic temperature j-s close to the harmonic mean of



TABLE 6.1 StatistieaL dnta for. M7(IT) and Se(Iil) Liganå eæehange systems

N" 'l' * f 
ss% c'r' or u 

uroTlr-, Rzd

All Mg2+ systems

All Mg2+ systems

"*".pI lug (u.ott) e] 
2+

All Sc3* systems

228 226 .6 22 247 .7 277 .8, 2L7 ,6 43.O 0.936

2O9 223.9 21 252.8 262.4,243.2 42.0 o.994

31 376 -8 391.1 , 362.5 73.7 0.990

17 385.3 394 .7 , 37 5.9 73.3 0.998All dissociaËive
âISc'' systems

a N = number of experimental temPeratures.

b m = number of ¡ttt /¡sf pairs

e Ê = estimate of isokinetic ËerD.perature by linear regression.

d, R2 = square of lÍnear correlation coefficíent.

H
l\)
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the experimental temperaËures. The application of the hypothesis

test is of some relevance since, as far as the author is aware, no

statistical assessmenÈ of ¡ltt/¡Sf plots has been undertaken for

such solvent exchange systems. Prevíous arguments have been founded

on comparisons of the estimaÈed error límits ín experimental AH* and

AS* values (ca. ! 2 kJ urol-l in AHf¡ with the range of AHt and ASf

values observedt0 (t¡. variation ín AHt ,nay exceed 70 kJ mol-I.)

According to Krug, Hunter and Gríeger Èhe null hypothesis is that the

slope of tl-re ¡tt+/¡Sf line, ß, is equal Èo the harmonic mean of the

experímental temperatures, Thm.

H
0

ß thm

If T. Iíes outsj-cle the 95iz contídence interval- for þ (the estínated
hm

slope by linear regression) then Èhe null hypothesi-s may be rejected

r¿Íth 95% certainty and the linear relaËíonship beÈween AHI and ASt

1s of some chemical origin. Using Lhis method, the results for

rnagnesium(Il) systeurs may be seen from Table 6.1. The hypothesis

may be rejected rrrith 952 confiden.ce if the data for [Mg(MeOH)6J2+ "."
neglected. OÈherwise, a statistícal compensation effect could be the'

sole cause for the observed lineariLy. The reason for the behaviour

of the [t"lg(lteott)5J2+ "ystem 
is not understood.

In the case of the AHI and ASt data for scandium(Ill) systeüs

which undergo exchange through a D mechanism aloue there Ís an

excellent linear correlation (R2 = 0.998). Since the upper limit of

:c:ne 957" confi.dence interval for f; :-" :2S.9 K, r^rhich ls greater than

the híghest LemPerature examined, the nul1 hypothesis may be rejectecl

despite the fact that the harnoníc mean of lhe experimental

temperatures is not given. Furthermore, it is sÍgnifícanÈ that if
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all 
^Ht 

/AS+ information (regardless of mechanism) Ís analysed i-n

thís way the nulI hypothesís may sËill be rejected. The harmonic

mean of Èhe experimenÈal temperatures is certainly less than 362.5 K.

There seems to be no justífication in examíning the ytËrium(III)

data because there are only seven poinËs at pïesent which are rbunched

together I .

++
If 

^H* 
/ASn data for specifíc dissociaÈive ligand exchange

systems (Figure 6.1) are considered, t,here is for some systems a

systeruatíc variation in AH* and AS* as the concentrations of specíes

are varÍed (e.g. ISc(tmu) 6J 
3+/t*rr/CD3CN system) vrhereas f or oËhers

there is some randonrress in the variation of ÀHt and ASi. For the

laËÈer cases iË is possible that experimental error produces a

substanÈíal amounÈ of ínËernal Al{+ /AS+ compensatíon resulËing in an

apparent isokínetic relationship within the measurea ng+ ¡¡5+ limÍts

of the exchange system (e.g. for lSc(tnnr)613+ itt CD3NO2). In the

former systens Ëhe systemalj-c ¡nÍ /¡SÍ variatíon coulcl reflect changes

ín the environuent beyond the first coordínatíon sphere75.

Ilaví1g established ÈhaË an extraËhermodynarlic relatíonship

does exist for all avaíl-able scandium(Ill) ¡tt+/¡St data, it is likely

that it exists for data for other metal íons as well (e.g.

alumi-nium(Ill)). Therefore, lines corresponding Ëo different meËal-

fons may'be drawn on a graph of AHf versus ASf and some kÍnetic

conclusions reached based on the empirical observations. Figure 6.1

depicts the two lines for magnesÍum(Il) and scandiuru(Ill). It has

become clear from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 that síx-coor:dinate

magnesíum(II) is generally more labile than six-coordinate scandium(III)

and thís is reflected Ín the AH* intercepts (as has been predícte<l14It145¡ '

The yttrium(ttt) tU-net ís noË shown in Figure 6.1 for sake of clarity"
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Data for the [Y(tmu)g]3+ system are noË meaníngfully dístínguÍ-shable

from some of the data for scandium(Ill) systems whilst data for the

more labile rnmpp system are displaced down from the scandium(III)

lÍne.

The aluminiuur(III) líne, derived from a recent compÍlatíon

of daÈa for 1-ígand exchange on A13t (slope = 410 K, íntercept = 69.5

kJ nol-1), ís in close proximity to that for scandiuur(Ill). The

límiÈations of a símple elecLrostatic ínterpretation noï¡I become

clearer. If Ëhe relationship between the AHt íntercept and the

surface charge density of the ion were exact, the smaller aluminiunt(Ill)

centre should produce a significantly greater intercept than does

scandium(Ill), but thís Ís not what is observed. The discrepancy

has been ascribed Ëo differences ín bonding which are suPerímposed

upon the ion-dipole interacLionl22.

Beryllium(rr) AH+ /AS+ dara (chapter l) also lie near the

scandium(III) line implying a comparable overall labilíty for thís

ion. As far as gallÍum(fff) and índium(Ill) are concerned there is

probably noÈ enough Ínformation to really use, although, on Ëhe

grounds of respective ioníc radíi, indium(III) and yttrium(III)

should be similar in overall labí1ity.

6.2 Concludins remarks

Four- , five- and six-coordinate complexes of magnesium(II),

scandÍum(Ill) and yt.triurn(Ill) have been observed in non-aqueous

solution. The coordinaËion number reflecËs a balance of many forces,

the major ones arising from the character of the metal-ligand bond

and steríc j-nteractions. The kinetics of J-igand exchange also
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depends on the ínterplay of rnany competing forces. Interactions

boÈh within and outside the first coordination sphere may influence

the energetics. It seens that, with few exceplions, the kíneËic

imporÈance of inÈeraction decreases r¡riÈh dÍstance aI4lay from the

meÈal centre. Thís has been dramatically híghlíghted by the behaviour

of the scandÍum(III) /anride systems which represent the most

methodically studíed ligand exchange systems to date.

Ligand exchange on nagnesiuur(I1) has been seen to be

prlmaríly dÍssociative in nature whereas the exchange on scandiurn(Ill)

and ytÈrium(III) may be dissocíaÈívely and/or associaÈively activated.
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CIIAPTER 7 E}PERIMENTAL DETAILS

7.L Orisín and ourífication of chernicals

7.1.1 PerchLoz'ates

Hydrated magnesium PerchloraÈe

Hydrated scandiun Perchlorate

Hydrated yttrium Perchlorate

(G. Frederick Srnith)

These perchlorates \¡Iere used without furÈher puriflcation and were

analysed for metal content by an ion exchange method descríbed by

vogel- 147.

7.1,2 Dehydrating agents

Tríethylorthoformate (Koch-Light) was used as received.

Línde 4A molecular síeves r¡rere soaked ín distilled water and ethanol to

remove surface impurities and then activated by heating Ín a furnace at

620 K for ten hours.

7.L,3 Líquid Lùgands

Nnf (n.l.tl.), nma (B.D.H.), dmf (B.D.H.), dma (s.D.H.), def

(Fluka), dea (F1uka), dbf (Aldrich), dmso (B.D.II.), tmp (B.D.H.), drmnp

(PfaLtz and Bauer), mmpp (Strem) and hmpa (Koch-Líght) were firsÈly

dríed by agitation over molecular síeves then fractionally dístílled

under reduced pressure. They \¡rere stored over molecular sieves ín a

dry box.

7.I,4 SoLid Ligands

Npa (Aldrich), drnu (rluka), tmtu (Fluka) and tso (Aldrich) were

dried in uacuo over P2O5 for several days before use. Tppo was

recrystal]-ízeð from ethanol/ether solution. It was subsequently dried

at 350 K in ua,cuo over P 2O5 f.or one weelt.
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7.7.5 DiLuents

CD2CL2 (C.E.A. , France , 99.47.) , (cD¡) zco (C.E.A. , France, 99.8%) ,

CD3CN (C.E.4., France, 99.6% and Aldrich, 997") and CD3NO2 (C'E'A',

France , 99.3%) were purified by distíllation and then thoroughly dríed

over molecular síeves. I, I,2r2-tetrachloroethane (B.D.H.) was purified

according to a publíshed procedure 148 
"tt¿ 

then stored over molecular

sieves.

7.2 Preparatíon of solvento coln?lqëee

7.2.I Pz,êcis

The synthetic procedure used ùras basícally that of van Leeuwen

and Groene.rel-d149. Ideally, the hydrated metal perchloraËe sal-t is

dissolved ín excess Èriethylorthoformate aÈ 330 K whereupon an acid

catalysed dehyclration reaction occurs converting aqua ligands to

ethanol. If an appropriate alternatíve ligand is added Èo the reaction

rnixture replacement of coor:dÍnated ethanol- ensues producing Ëhe required

solvento complex. The maín synthetic difference between indívídual

metal compl-ex preparatíons in this teporÈ 1íes in the method of isolatíng

the solvento complex as a crystalline salt.

7 .2,2

Nurnber

I

2

3

4.

5

6.

DetaiLs of in&LuídunL prepdrations

Name of complex

Hexakí s ( dirne thy I s ulpho xi de) sc andíurn ( II I ) pe rchl ora te

llexakis (N-me thyla ce tamide ) s c andí um( II I) p erchl orate

Hexakís (N, N-dimeËhylaceËamide) scandium(III) perchlorate

HexakÍs (lt, N- diethylaceÈamide) scandíum(I II ) perchl ora te

Hexakis ( 1, 1, 3, 3-teËramethylurea) scandium(III) perchl-orate

Hexakis ( 1, 3-dimethylurea) scandium(III) perchl-oraËe-ethanol

Hexakis (triurethylphosphate) scandiurn(Iff ) perchlorate7
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B. Hexakis(dirnethylmethyl-phosphonaÈe)scandium(III) perchlorate

g, Hexakís(N-methylacetarn-ide)yttrium(III) perchlorate

10. Hexakís (N,N-dime-thylacetamide)yttrium(III) perchloraËe

11. Hexakis(N,N-diethylacetamide)yttríum(III) perchlorate

12. Hexakis (1,1,3,3-tetramethylurea)yÈtrium(Ill) perchlorate

13. Hexakis(trimethyl-phosphate)yttriun(III) perchloraÈe

14. Hexakís(dirnethylmethylphosphonate)yËtríurn(III) perchlorate

General preparative scheme :-

The hydrated metal perchlorate (x mo1) was díssolved Ín

triethylorthoforrnate (20 x mol) and stírred at 330 K for about one hour.

Atmospheric moisture \¡Ias excluded by the use of a sílíca gel guard tube'

The appropríate dry ligand (ca. 6.6 x mol, unless otherr.rise specified)

was sutrsequently added to the mixture.

compl-exes 1 - 14 precípítated from solutíon at this point. The

crystalline product uras fíltered and washed with sodium-dried ether

before being vacuunr-dried (except cornpl-ex 6) Ëo remove volatile impuritíes.

All operaÈions subsequent to the dehydraËion step were performed in a dry

box under a dry nítrogen atmosphere. Yie-lds for all preparatíons ùrere

vírtually quantítative unless otherwise specífied.

15. Tetrakís(triphenylphosphineoxide)magnesium(tt) perchlorate

16. Tetrakís(trí-phenylphosphineoxide)ytÈrium (III) perchlorate

These two complexe.s \^Ierc prepared in a similar manner to the ones above

except that

(a) tppo htas added as a solutíon ín dry eÈhanol and

(b) sodiunr-drj.ed benzene üras used to $Iash excess tppo from the

fíltered complex.

L7. Pentakís(N-methylacetamide)rnagnesium(lt) perchlorate
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18. Ilexakis(N-methylformamíde)magnesium(ff) perchlorate

19. Hexakis(N,N-dimethylforrnamide)magnesium(II) perchlorate

20. Hexakis(N,N-dimethylforrnarnide)scandium(III) perchlorate

2L. Hexakis(4,4t-ditolylsulphoxide)scandium(III) perchlorate

Complexes 17 - 21 ruere prepared according to the preparative scheme

above but dry ether was requíred to índuce crystallizatior' (solvento

complexes 18 and 21 inítially appeared as oils). Tso was added as a

solutíon in dry ethanol.

22. 5.75(trimethylphosphate)rnagnesium(ll) perchlorate

23. Hexakis(N,N-díethylforrnamide)scandium(rff) perchlorate

24. Hexakis(N,N-di-n-butylformarni<le)scandíum(III) perchlorate

25. Hexakis(methylmethylphenylphosphinate)yttriurn(III) perchlorate

Complexes 22 - 25 were synthesízed accordíng to the scheme above except

that after the lígand was addecl, the reaction mixture was reduced in

vol-ume ("v60%) on a vacuum line to índuce crystallization of the complex.

26. Hexakís(n-phenylacetamide)scandium(III) perchlorate

This compoind inítially forrned as an oil when npa l^ras added to the

dehyclratíon mi-xture. The oil \^7as Èreateð with dry ether and then v¡ith

dry dichloromethane whereupon off-white crystals were obÈained.

Recrystallization from a mixtur:e of acetonitrile, npa and ether yielded

whíte crystals r¿hich vlere vacuunrdried for several hours to remove

acetonitrÍle of crystallization.

27 , Hexakis( 1,3-dirnethylurea) scandium(IIl) perchlorate -

dichloromethane

Cornplex 6 was used as the startíng materíal. ISc(amu)61(ClOr*) 3.EIOH

was dissolved ín a minímum volume of CH3CN/dmu (10:1 by weight) ancl

dichlorornethane then added to precipitate complex 27. The crystals
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vrere hrashed wíth dichloromethane but not vacuum-dríed (Cornplex 27 loses

dichloromethane slowly gívíng Isc(¿mu) rl (cfo4) s.) .

28 . 4 . 32 (hexamethylphosphoramíde) scandium( III) perchlorate

The general preparatíve scheme was employed (hydrated scandium

perchlorate : 3.7 rnmol; triethylorthoformate : 135 mmol; hmpa : 28 mmol).

29, 4.97(hexamerhylphosphoramíde)scandium(III) perchlorate

Complex 28 was used as the starting maËeríal. It was díssolved in

CH3CN/hmla (the hmpa : Sc3t mole ratio ru10:1) and upon addition of

sodiunrdried ether complex L9 was obtained.

30. 5.12(hexamethylphosphoramide)yttríum(III) perchlorate

The general- preparative scheme was again employed (hydrated yttrium

perchlorate : 5. 1 rnmol; triethylorthoformate : 148 mmol; hmpâ : 35 mmol) .

31. 7.37(dímethylsulphoxide)yttrium(Ill) perchlorate

The general preparatíve scheme was used (hydrated yttrium perchlorate :

2.4 mmol; tríethylorthoformate : 60 rnmol; dmso : 23 rnmot).

32. Hexakís(trimethylphosphate)yttrium(III) perchl-oraËe -- 1.87- tmp

Compound 13 was used as the sËartíng rnaterial. It vras dissolved in

CH2CL2ltnp (mole ratio tmp : Y3* n,16:1) and after addition of ether,

compound 32 forrned as a Precipitate. The yíeld was B0%.

No suitable synthetic route was found for Ëhe preparation of

crystallíne complexes wíth the follo\^ring metal /tígand combínatÍons:-



CombínaËíon

Scandíurn - mnpp

Scandium - tmtu

Yttrium - tmtu

Magnesium - tmu

Yttrium - dmf

Ìdagnesium - tmtu
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Observations

otl faíled to crystaLLíze

unstabl-e solíd Ëending to form an

oil especially under reduced pressure

precipitatÍon of lug(rton)61(clo+) z

The handling of al-l of the perchlorate salts above ís poËentially

dangerous. However, high temperatures (usually in excess of 470 K) or

quíte violent shocks are requiredl09 to cause explosion and hence under

normal círcumstances they should be consídered safe to use. No problems

r^rere encountered r¡ith the dehydratíon step although this reacËíon is

potentíally dangerous due to possible oxÍdation of the organic specíes

present.

7.3 Elemental analyses

Complexes were analysed for metal content by an íon exchange/

titration method (using Dowex 50 I,I ion exchange resín) described by

Vogel147. Those which had poor solubilíty in water (marked wÍth an

asterisk below) were loaded on the column as solutions ín 50% v/v

ethanol/wateï. Measurements of pH performed in aqueous ethanol (up to

90% ethanoll50) are knor^m to accurately reflect aqueous pH values and

hence this technique ís applicable to the compounds designated ín

Table 7.1. l{icroanal-yses of complexes üIere executed by the Australían

Microanalytical Service, Melbourne.
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TABLE 7.1 AnalyticaL resuLts

Compound %NletaL 1ÁC 7"H %N,PorS

1. Isc(dmso)s] (croq) ¡

2. ISc(nma)6,] (c104) 3

3. Isc(¿na)o](cto,*)s

4. Isc(aea)uJ(cro+) e

5. Isc(tmu)uJ(cro+)a

6. Isc(¿mu)51(cro4) 3.Eton

7. Isc(rmp)5J(clo+) a

8. Isc(¿nnnp).1(clo4) r

9. [v(nma)6J(croa)3

10. Iy(ama) 5J (cro4) 
3

11. [v(¿ea)5J(cro4) 3

4. 13

4.14

T9 .87

19 .60

t7.I
16 .8

ca1cd.

found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

ca1cd.

found.

calcd.
found.

ca1cd.

found.

calcd.
found.

cal-cd.

found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

5.54

5.59

5.75

5 .81

5. 19

5.18

27 .65

27.49

33.29

32.96

41 .80

42.03

34.64

34.24

26.17

25.94

18.25

18.35

26.T8

25.92

t7.75
L7.59

31 .68

3L.44

4.47

4.s3

s.4r
s .40

6.29

5.97

7 .60

7.L5

6.98

6.52

5.93

5.74

4.60

4 .60

5

4.96

5. 13

4.94

5 .98

5.97

7 .29

7 .4r

6.69

6 .60

23.7

23.9

10.8

10 .6

9.7

9.6

8.1

8.0

16.2

15.8

18.3

18 .4

4.3s

4.37

4.32

4.36

4 .90

5.03

3. B0

3. B0

9.77

9,77

8.25

8.31

8.20

8.20

15.7

L5.4

00

ro.77

10.71

40. 10

39 .52

33.23

33.I2

ro.2
ro.2

9.2

9.2

7.8

7.6

15 .5

15.6
12. [v(tmu).J (clo4) a
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TABLE 7.1 (eont.)

=

Compound %l{leta]- %C l¿H %N,PorS

13. [v(trnp) 6](c1o4) 3

L4. [Y(ammp) 6](c104) 3

15. lMe(tppo) a l(Clorr) 2

*

16. [Y(tppo) k ] 
(c104) 

3

*

17. [Mg(nma)s](C104)2

18. IMe(nmf)6 ](clo4)2

19. [],rs(dnf)61(c1o4)2

20. Isc(¿rnt)6](c104) 3

2I. Isc(rso) 6 ] (c104) 
3

J

22. IMg(to'p)s .7s ] (c10q)2

23. Isc(def)5 I (cloq)3

T7 .67

17. B3

15. 1

14.s
calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

calcd.
found.

cal-cd.

found.

calcd.
found.

7.24

7 .08

7.86

7.72

19.10

19. 16

4,43

4.70

4 .81

4 .81

4.s3

4.52

4.03

4.2L

s .99

6.2r

5.24

5.2r

6.40

6.46

5.4r
5.47

5.O7

5.13

7.00

6 .83

8.9 3

B .56

16.4

16.2

9.3
9.6

8.3

8.2

11.9

t2.o

14.6

14 .8

L.B2

r.82

5.93

5.87

4.13

4,02

4,2r
4.L9

3.67

3.73

5.75

5.75

2.37

2.37

3.49

3.53

64.7r
64.33

57 .64

57 .96

30.60

30"95

24.95

24.68

32.67

3L.77

27 .65

27 .58

12.7

L2.3

2.6L

2.64

4.9t
4.9r

s8.49

58 .06

20.t4

20 .08

37.92

37 .75

50.40

50. 31

10. B

10.4

17 .3

L7.3

B.B

8.8

6.5

4.73

4.80

24. Isc(dbf)6] (c104)3
&

6.4
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TABLE 7.1 (cont.)

Compound %ltetaL %C i¿H %NrPorS

25. IY(rnrnpp). J (c104) a calcd. 6.31

found , 6.4I

26. Isc(npa) 5J (c10+) a ca1cd. 3.90

found.3.90

27. I sc(amu) 51 (cro+) 3.cH2CL2a calcd . 4 .70

f ound . 4.78

28 . I sc (nmpa) 4 .32] (c10¡+) s calcd . 4.O2

found. 4.02

29. Isc(trrnpa) 4.sz] (c10a) 
3 calcd . 3.64

f ound . 3.64

30. [v(trnrpa)s. r2](cloa) 3 calcd.6.81
found. 6.81

31. [y(dmso) 7.37] (c1oq) g calcd. 9.23

found. 9.23

32. [v(tmp)uJ(c104)3.1.87 tmp calcd. 5.97

f ound . 5.97

4 loses CH2CL2 of crYstallization

40.94

40.80

49.95

49 .67

28.28

27 .66

18.38

r8.46

4.72

4.75

4.72

4. B0

7 .L2

6 "99

4.63

4.57

7.3

7.2

16.s (N)

15.9

24.5

24.7

7.4 Prepar ation of n.m.r. sarnples

Sol-utions for n.m.r. study generally consisted of sol-id conplex/

ligand/inert diluenË mixtures. They were prepared by weight in 2 cm3

vol-umetríc flasks and hence accurate molalities and somewhat less

accurate molarities ,hrere recorded. Portíons (ruO.4 cm3) of each solution
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1^rere degassed and sealed under vacuum in 5 rnm o.d. n.m.r. tubes. All

operations \¡tere performed in a dry box uncler a dty nitrogen atmosphere to

exclude moisture. Non-volumetríc glasshrare \^Ias bâked ín an oven at

about 390 K for at least six hours before use.-411 other ítems used

in the preparation of solutions r¿ere thoroughly dried over P2O5.

7.5 SpectroscoPic measurements

lH tt.m.r. measurements on freshly prePared samples were made

with Bruker HX-90-E or Bruker HX-270 instruments at 90 and 27O lfrlz

respectÍvely. Operations were either in pulsed free precession (PFP)

or pFT modes., An ínternaL 2H lock was used !¡ith deuterated diluents and

"n 
IH lock ín the case of. C2H2CL4. 3lP and 13C ¡'t n.m.r. sPecËra (with

llt broad band decoupling) were run at 36.43 and 22.63 MlIz respectively

on the HX-90-E specÈrometer with an ínterna¡ 2H lock. The sample

temperature ri/as monitored by a copper-constantan thermocoupl-e which

was periodic.ally checked wÍth standard methanol and ethylene glycol

samples15t. The sample tempeïature stabilíËy was beÈter than t 0.3 K.

Digitized spectra were inítially recorded as 1 K ( 1024 points) data

blocks on a Díab1o magnetic dísk and were late.r subjected to líneshape

analysis utílízing the computer programs for CYBBR 173 or Nicolet BNC-12

computers. I^lhen necessaïy, transfer of spectral lnformation between

computers was achieved by paper tape.

Infra-red spectra (Appendix l) were recorded on a Pe::kin Elmer

457 gratíng spectrophotomeÈer. All rnulls (Ín nujol) and solutíons

(using sodíum chloride i.r. cells) were prepared under anhydrous

condít.ions immediately prior to infra-red measurements.
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APPENDIX 1 SOLID STATE INFRA.RED SPECTRA OF SBLECTED COMPLE)GS

Infra-red specËroscopy hras used to assisÈ characÈerizatíon of

the complexes prepared. This techníque should allow differentiation

of perchlorate Ín ionic (T¿ symuretry), unidentate (C3.r) or bidentate

(czr) forms. Nearly all complexes prepared appeared t,o have

perchlorate ín pure ionic form. However, solid state infra-red

spectra of the hmpa complexes of scandium and yttrium (Uíde infra)

exhibited some bands characteristic of coordínated perchloratel06.

The expected decrease ín C = 0, P = 0 or S = 0 stretching

frequency upon coordínation úlas observed, and is índicatíve of

bonding through or.yguttl3T' 139. As night be predicted, no O - H

stretch due to lsater was evÍdent in. the lnfra-red spectra. It

should be noted Ëhat spectra presented j-n this Appendíx relate only

Ëo previously unreporËed complexes or Èo discussions elsewhere in

the Èext. The corresponding cornplex numbers (see Chapter 7) appear

to the right of the spectra.
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APPENDIX 2 THREE SITE EXCHANGE

The Kubo-Sack56 162-64rI52rI53 ."¡¡od of introducing chemical

exchange into the classical lineshape equations53 h"" proved Èo be

very convenient. It handles any number of uncoupled sites through a

sinpl-e matrix formalism.

The absorption mode lineshape (v) is proporÈional to

R.€.A-r.!)

where Re is the ttreal ParÈ of"

P is a row matrix of length N comprising the mole fractions

of'sites 1 - N

A is a N x N complex matrix (Kubo-Sack matrix)

and -l- is the unity column matrix of length N'

A is formulated according to

(A2.1)A = CI+D

where 0ij - ôij oi (ôij = I íf i = j, othen^¡ise 0)

pi¡/ti (i + j)

- tlri

llrzi - i(o6i - tu) çí = fi¡

mean lifetime of site i

Dij

Dii

cti

ri

and p.l.r fraction of transfers from siLe i whích terminate

in site j.

If we consider a three síte situation and if each site ís assigned the

same lifeLimer.r, multipliecl by the probabÍlity of transfer from that

site to another síte, Ptt, Pzl. etc., A may be decomposed as in

Equation Ã2.253.
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-4 1

0

0

0

-42

0 -o3

Ptt

Pzt

Pst

Ptz

Pzz

Pzz

Pts

Pzt

Pes

0

0 +

L42

-tXT (tz.z7

Ilere the exchange rate = t-I. The problem nohl simplifies to selecting

the transfer probabilities characterízIng the three site exchange

process. Procedures for deriving transfer probabllltíes, Pl¡' have

been described by Johnson and MorelandTl. In practice, subroutine

IIIRSITE of a modifled version of MATCII was used to compute Ëhe

lineshape. The IMSL (InternaÈional Mathernatlcal and Statístical

Library) subroutíne LEQT1C performed the 3 x 3 complex matrix

inverslon for, every polnÈ of the theoret.ical speetrum. .
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Eæ chang e on the H eæakis ( tuimethy Lpho sphat.e ) s candíun ( I n )

Iontt., by D.L. Písaníe11o, S.F. Líncol-n and E.H. Wi1liams,

J. Chem. Soc. (DaLton)., L473 (1979).

'tA Pz,oton Magnetie Resonance Study of Ligand Eæchange on the

Heæakís ( N,n-dimethyLfonmønide)magnesiwn( If) Iontt., by D.L.
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